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ABSTRACT
Title of Thesis: C om puter Aided Localization
of Neurological Diseases
Yusuf P a r la r  D octor of Engineering Science. 1990
Thesis d irected  by: Prof. D r. Andrew  U. M ever
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Rose A. Dios
C om puters in  m edicine has b rought new dim ensions an d  b e tte r  under­
standing  of uncerta in ties  in the  field of m edical sciences in  the last decade. 
This thesis is focused upon the localization of neurological lesions in the  hu ­
m an nervous system . It relates clinical neurological test outcom es to  p a th ­
ways of function  or m alfunction. C ertain  m ethods are p roposed-em pirical. 
stochastic, de term in istic -to  estim ate  the  spatia l d is tribu tions of lesion p rob­
abilities.
F irs t, a B ayesian m odel is presented  to estim ate the  posterio r p robab il­
ity of lesion from  a priori in form ation , based on the te s t outcom es. Due 
to unavailable d a ta  alternative m ethods and  m odels are p resented : R egres­
sion A nalysis. M onte Carlo sim ulation, and  finally a new m odel know n as 
Logistic Sigmoid N onlinearity  is proposed for p robability  estim ation . This 
d issertation  analyzes each of these m odels and  a lte rna tive  m ethodologies 
in detail.
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C h ap ter 1
IN T R O D U C T IO N
1.1 Q u antify ing  th e  C lin ical N eu ro log ica l E xam ­
in a tio n
T he h u m an  nervous system  is an extrem ely involved s tru c tu re  responsible for 
highly com plicated  functions and activities such as control and regulation of body  
processes (e.g ., tem p era tu re . C O i  concen tration .ph  level), consciousness, ab s trac t 
though t, m em ory, and  the in terp re ta tion  of em otion, etc. The basic unit of th e  
nervous system  is th e  individual nerve cell, or neuron. Only abou t 10 percent of the  
cells in th e  nervous system  are neurons, the rem ainder are glial cells, which susta in  
the neurons m etabolicallv , support them  physically, and  help regulate the ionic 
concentrations in  th e  extracellular space. Neurons occur in m any different shapes 
and sizes, b u t they  can be considered as consisting of th ree  basic parts: (1) the  
dentrites an d  cell body, (2) the axon, and  (3) the  axon te rm inals. Regardless of the ir 
shape, neurons can  be divided in to  three functional classes: afferent neurons, efferent 
neurons, and  in terneurons. Afferent  neurons carry  inform ation  from  receptors in to  
the b ra in  or sp inal cord. Efferent neurons  tran sm it th e  final in teg rated  inform ation 
from the  cen tra l nervous system  out to the  effector organs(m uscle or glands). The 
interneurons , w hich b o th  originate and  te rm in a te  w ithin th e  central nervous system , 
account for th e  99 percent of all nerve cells f 10].
This s tu d y  is concerned w ith  th e  localization of lesions in  the  hum an  nervous
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system . In  m edicine, the  te rm  lesion is used to  describe a b road  num ber of condi­
tions involving “an a lte ra tion  of s tru c tu re  or of functional capacity  due to  in ju ry  
or disease, or any s tru c tu ra l perversion, which produces or m a in ta in s  discom fort or 
functional d isorder, or im pairs n a tu ra l im m unity  of the body or a p a r t” ([5]). In 
this work the  te rm  lesion is used to  im ply functional d isorder or discom fort.
In m ost cases, an  experienced neurologist or a neurosurgeon m igh t be able to 
locate lesions in  th e  nervous system  using only “rou tine” clinical neurological exam ­
inations. These clinical neurological exam inations do not requ ire  expensive equip­
m ent, such as m edical im aging in stru m en ta tio n  including R adiography  , C om puter 
Aided Tom ography (CA T), Positron  Em ission Tom ography (P E T ), etc.. which also 
subject the  p a tien t to  hazardous rad ia tion . However in te rp re ta tio n  of these clinical 
exam inations requ ire  a  thorough knowledge of neuroanatom y and  neurophvsiology, 
which a nonspecialist m edical p rac titioner need not have. C learly  th is  is an ideal s it­
uation  in which a com puter equipped w ith  an  intelligent p rog ram  and  an adequate 
database m ight prove to  be useful.
The app lica tion  of com puters to  m edicine has increased sharp ly  during  the  last 
decade. This m ay be a ttr ib u ted  to  the  recent spectacular advances in technology 
which m ade com puters faster, m ore reliable and-m ore  im p o rtan tly -ch eap e r. The 
field of neurology has also benefited from  these developm ents as evidenced by a 
** sizable num ber of publications on th e  application of com puters in  th is field. One of
the pioneering works in  this area is th e  program  developed by M ever and  W eissm an 
[19], [201 used to  locate  lesions in th e  b rainstem  [1973].
In the aforem entioned program  the  b rainstem  was divided in to  10 sections w ith 
each section, in tu rn , subdivided in to  100 volume units. Each volum e un it was 
associated w ith  various neural-pathw ays. A signal flow analysis th rough  every 
known n eu ra l-p a th w ay  due to any te s t outcom e was then  carried  ou t. Each volume 
unit was coded an d  used to  find its  involvem ent in  pathw ays of m alfunction  (or
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function), which is called the  m alfunction facto r (or function factor), depending  on 
the te st outcom e observed. In  add ition  to  these factors the m odified m alfunction 
and function factors were com puted. T hese factors were then  displayed in  the ir 
p roper locations to  identify  possible lesions.
In th is study, it  is proposed to ex tend  th e  work of Meyer and  W eissm an to  de­
velop a  variety  of approaches for localization of lesions in the hum an nervous system  
using the  outcom es of clinical neurological tests. For the sake of brevity , the  system  
to  be developed will be referred to as C A L O N D . 1 It will be concerned w ith  the 
exam ination  of function  or m alfunction of neural-pathw avs which, indeed, rep re­
sents the essence of clinical neurology. The system  will relate clinical te st outcom es 
to  pathw ays of p robab le  m alfunction, as well as probable function. Then the  test 
outcom es will be used to find the conditional probability  of a m alfunctioning  v o x e l 
for a given set of te st outcom es and  then  th e  findings will be shown on a m ap of 
sections of the  nervous system  to ind icate  th e  regions of m alfunction as well as func­
tion. The purpose of th is study  is to  propose and  enhance a variety of approaches 
to be used in  localization  of lesions in  th e  hum an  nervous system  th ro u g h  com puter 
analysis. T he general stra tegy  will focus upon  utilizing the rela tion  betw een test 
outcom es (of clinical neurological tests) and  neural pathw ays to locate  sites of p rob ­
able lesion. In add ition  to its clinical use, CALOND will be designed for use as a 
teaching tool in th e  neurosciences.
The following section will cover th e  cu rren t research on C om pu ter-A ided  M edi­
cal Diagnosis w ith  th e  em phasis in th e  field of neurology. Some re la ted  studies em ­
phasizing o ther dom ains of m edicine, will also be included, illu s tra tin g  th e  b read th  
of com puter app lications to th is field.
; The name CALOND represents the initials of “Computer Aided Localization Of Neurological 
Diseases".
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1.2 C om p u ter-A id ed  M ed ica l D iagnosis
T his section p resen ts an overview of th e  lite ra tu re  on C om puter-A ided  M edical 
D iagnosis, w ith a tte n tio n  focused m ainly on papers involving applications re la ted  
to neurological anatom y. A brief discussion of peripherally  rela ted  lite ra tu re  is 
also included because it is considered by th e  au th o r as worthwhile in  analyzing 
p rog ram m ing a n d /o r  system  structures.
Du Boulay [11] developed a system  th a t  used inform ation  of neuroradiologic tests  
to  determ ine in trac ran ia l tum ors th rough  th e  use of a  simple weighting technique. 
Clinically suspected  tum ors were divided in to  th ree  groups and diagnostic m ethods 
were applied separate ly  for each group. Two m ain  program s were w ritten : one added 
inform ation  ab o u t previous patien ts to the  m ain  file; the  other p rogram  suggested 
diagnoses in decreasing order of probabilities as well as recom m ended subsequent, 
confirm atory te sting  for new patien ts. His conclusion was tha t his approach  was 
insufficient for th e  analysis undertaken  and  his sentim ent is tha t the  com puter will 
in no way replace th e  physician [19681.
W ortm an [35] developed an inform ation  processing system  th a t was used to  
sim ulate the d iagnostic behavior of the physician . Inform ation ab o u t diseases and  
related  sym ptom s of the  cerebellar syndrom e were selected by a neurologist and  the 
p rogram  was te sted  against the clinician du ring  an interactive session. T here was 
a consistency betw een the neuro log ists  final approach  and the sy stem ’s diagnosis. 
For th is system  th e  disease area was lim ited  an d  all testing  was sim ulated .
Mori 21] and  his associates developed a system  th a t was used for th e  differential 
diagnosis of b ra in  lesions with the use of in fo rm ation  assem bled from  neuroradio- 
logic tests. 240 tru e  positive brain  scans were used and  86 scan param eters  (density, 
shape, num ber, location , etc.) were ex trac ted  from  these scans w ithou t any refer­
ence to  neurological signs and sym ptom s and  th en  the m axim um  likelihood m ethod  
was applied  w ith  77% accuracy [19751.
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W iener’s [34] system  was based upon the  logical re la tions between a  disease and  
its associated  clinical findings . The system  was used for diagnosing th e  com atose 
patien t. For each disease, re la ted  clinical findings were separated  w ith  respect to  
represen tation  of degree of diagnostic certain ty , and consistency w ith th e  sequence 
in which th e  findings becam e known. T hen  th resho ld  logic was applied, expressing 
boolean com binations of findings sufficiently to  confirm  a given diagnostic stage 
[1975;.
S tew art [30] and  C ala  developed a m a them atica l m ethod  for diagnosis of site 
and type of in tracereb ra l mass lesions. D a ta  for a new patien t was coded and  
entered, and  the n u m b er of basic test resu lts th a t were common to bo th  th e  new 
patien t and  the ‘p a s t-p a t ie n t; were calculated, and  various weightings were given for 
positive resu lts th a t  w ere com m on to  new and  ‘p a s t-p a tie n ts ’. Basically it was an 
application of B ayesian statistics and conditional probabilities in which identifying 
the diagnosis w ith th e  largest probability  of occurrence was conditional upon th e  
observations (based  u p o n  those tests applied) ,1975].
O kada .23] an d  his associates developed a system  th a t  was using a  m axim um  
likelihood m ethod  for th e  differential diagnosis of m ultip le  sclerosis. T heir p rogram  
consisted of five p a rts : entering new patien t d a ta : renew ing or correcting the  p re ­
viously recorded inform ation; retrieval of in form ation: com putation  of param eters  
required for au to m ated  diagnosis: and diagnosing p a tien t on the basis of com puted  
and sto red  p aram eters . The system  was designed for a  lim ited dom ain and  thus 
expansion to o ther dom ains was not possible [1977],
In his nex t approach  Du Boulay [12] and  his associates again divided th e  cerebral 
tum ors in to  th ree  groups and applied different diagnosis m ethods to  each group 
separately. R a th er th a n  of using weighted scoring, by defining D ,(i =  l,..fc) as 
diseases an d  S j ( j  =  l , . . n )  as sym ptom s, th ey  used B ayes’ theorem  to  find th e  
conditional p robab ilities P ( D i / S )  to use in  diagnosis. Assum ing th a t sym ptom s
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are independent w ith in  each disease one can w rite
P ( D i / S )  = P { S / D i )P { D i )/P(S)-,
and if
fc=i
then
P { S / D i )  =  P { S i l D i )P{S2I D i ) . . . P { S n / D i )
Thus the conditional p robab ility  P (S j /D { )  has to  be estim ated  using prior patien t 
data . For this the following observed frequency was calculated:
f j i  = M f i / iM j i  -r N j{)
where Af,, is the n um ber of cases of disease i in which j t h  sign was present and 
Xji  is the num ber of cases of disease i in which jth.  sign was absent. T he accuracy 
was com pared w ith th e  original study  using the  w eighted scoring technique and  also 
w ith ju st the rad io logist's  diagnosis. For the  first group of patien ts, the com puter 
results confirmed those of radiologists, in fact, th is was possibly used for teaching 
purposes. For the second group of patien ts, the  resu lts  were more accurate  th a n  
th a t of the rad io log ist’s diagnosis. T hird  group p a tien ts  were tested  in  relation 
to vertebral angiography and it was concluded th a t th e  support of some clinical 
evidence or radiological tests was necessary [1977].
A decision guide for m eningitis in children was developed by K napp and his 
associates [17]. 193 cases were reviewed and sta tis tica lly  analyzed to  determ ine 
optim al clinical d iscrim inators for the disease. N um erical weights were then  assigned 
to  various signs and  sym ptom s by a sta tistica l techn ique w ith  the  constra in t th a t 
the sum  of the weights for all sym ptom s present would genera te  the the d iscrim inant 
equation for the diagnosis of m eningitis [1977].
J. A. Reggia [25] developed a  production  rule system  to  localize central ner­
vous system  lesions in  unconscious patien ts. In general, p roduction rule system s
constitu ted  a program m ing m ethodology for m odeling sym bol-processing aspects 
of recognition. T he system  has a database  th a t includes a  set of rules and a rule 
in te rp re te r and selector. T he ru le in te rp re te r m ay be an teceden t-d riven , where the  
occurrence of one or m ore of antecedents triggers th e  application of th e  ru le inferring 
its  consequences; or th e  ru le  in te rp re te r  may be consequent-driven, where th e  in te r­
p re te r selects a rule w ith  a fact to  be established as a consequent and  then  tries to 
verify it. For neurological localization , first an exam ination  is conducted generating  
the  d a ta , then  the d a ta  are analyzed to  determ ine the  site(s) of brain  dam age m ost 
likely to explain the exam ination  findings. In th e  case w hen the pa tien t is in  a  com a 
of unknow n etiology, it is a  critical s ituation  since different disease processes th a t 
cause com a may involve different regions of th e  nervous system . R eggia’s da tab ase  
included dynam ic knowledge ab o u t the  pa tien t and  consisted of a set of a ttr ib u te s  
possessed by the p a tien t. These are a ttr ib u tes  exam ination based and  inferred. 
T he system  applied the  M Y CIN  like rule-based program . M YCIN will be explained 
in  detail in the current section. It follows the  IF -T H E N  form at to express rules. 
T he control s truc tu re  used is consequent driven and  produces a search a n d /o r  goal 
tree .T he program  begins w ith  the s ta r t goal, and  then  sets up subgoals. T hese in 
re tu rn  m ay set up m ore subgoals or result. T he p rogram  was tested  on sim ulated  
patien ts for four different categories of unconscious pa tien t. As a resu lt Reggia gave 
the  following observations:
• Expressing neurological localization  knowledge as a  collection of rules is very 
difficult.
• A collection of rules is no t a  good m odel of the  organization of neurological 
localization knowledge as used  by th e  physician.
• The in terp re ta tion  of neurological exam ination  abnorm alities is
highly con tex t-dependen t, an d  this m ay lead to  com binatorial problem s.
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• O ne way to  im prove the  com pactness and  understandab ility  of rules is to  
c reate  and use dom ain-specific 'm acrop red ica tes’[1978].
C a tan zarite  [7] had  developed a com puter p rogram  for localization and diagnosis 
in  clinical neurology which was called “N E U R O L O G IST ” . The program  consisted 
of four m odules. T he ‘In p u t’ m odule s ta r ts  w ith  user orien tation , then  h isto ry  and 
physical exam ination  d a ta  are en tered  for which findings are m apped onto ‘status* 
for each of th e  100 nervous system  tra c ts  represen ted  in  the system. T he ‘Loc’ 
m odule is then  used to  localize the lesions. T he lesions m ay be anatom ical, bio­
chem ical. or physiologic. For the  anatom ical lesions a draw ing based localization 
is used and for the  biochem ical and  physiologic lesions a rule based localization is 
used. A fter the localization, the  p rogram  checks w hether the findings are indeed 
consistent w ith a lesion at th is localization, and shows percentages of findings as 
explained by lesions a t th is locus. T he ‘Hgen* m odule selects lesions which best ex­
plain observed ‘m alfunction ’ and  uses th e  location of th e  lesion, together w ith  the 
m ode of disease onset, to  retrieve a list of ten ta tiv e  diagnostic hypotheses from  the 
hypothesis generating table. The ‘H ypothesis te s tin g ’ m odules database consists of 
disease specific in form ation. The final stage gives an  evaluation of diagnostic hy­
potheses. and  provides explanations. The netw ork featu re  of hierarchical s tru c tu re  
is used for disease represen ta tion . In  th e  sam e m odule the program  rescores all 
diagnoses, and  the highest scoring diagnosis -  not investigated  as of yet -  becomes 
the active hypothesis. W hen all d iagnostic hypotheses have been investigated , a 
diagnostic sum m ary is given [19801.
LO CA LIZE is a com puter p rog ram  developed by M. B. F irst [13] and  his as­
sociates to  assist physicians w ith  localization of lesions in  the peripheral nervous 
system . T he in p u t to  the  system  is clinical an d  consists of electrom yographic evi­
dence of specific muscle weaknesses. T he p ro g ram ’s d a tab ase  was constructed  from  
neuroanatom ic references and  shows th e  in terconnections of peripheral nervous sys­
tem  com ponents. T he d a tabase  was represented  as a netw ork. It has 2224 nam ed 
nervous system s struc tu res  and  9796 links am ong them . T he program  s ta rts  w ith  
d a ta  collection, in  p articu la r w ith th e  identification of clinically weak muscles. T hen  
the p rog ram  responds w ith  th e  review of th e  m ost com m only tested  muscles to  check 
th a t no th ing  has been om itted . After the  d a ta  entry, th e  program  enters the local­
ization of lesions phase. F irs t the  nerve segm ents th a t partic ipa te  in the supply  of 
the affected m uscles are identified, then  fibers which supply  each affected m uscle, 
proxim ally to  th e  spinal cord, are traced  and  u p d a ted  in th e  knowledge base. A ny 
set which includes a t least one highlighted segm ent from  each traced pathw ay will 
account for all of th e  deficits. Solution sets th a t consist of lesions which anatom ically  
lie m ost d is ta l and  proxim al are constructed . F irs t tak ing  in to  account m ost d ista l 
lesions, th e  p rog ram  generates alternative  solution sets by replacing set elem ents 
w ith m ore proxim al lesion sites from  the  highlighted pathw ays. Then by app ly ­
ing a convergence a lgorithm  th e  num ber of hypothesized lesion sites are reduced, 
excluding m ultip le  lesions. Once the p roper convergence point is found, to  apply 
the su b stitu tio n , consistency checks m ust be satisfied. If th e  consistency check fails 
three tim es, re -ex am in a tio n  of the  muscle will be carried  ou t. For plexus lesions a 
different approach  is used. In  add ition  to  th e  p rocedure described above the 'p lexus 
algorithm^ is used to determ ine the validity of a plexus solution. Each peripheral 
nerve in th e  solution set is followed until e ither it diverges or the plexus is reached. 
In the final stage, the  m ost proxim al site for th e  occurrence of the lesions, consistent 
w ith the findings, are th en  determ ined . Sensory deficits and  reflex changes are no t 
included in  th e  system  despite the fact th a t  they  could increase the accuracy of the 
program  i 19821.
N EU REX  (Neurologic E xpert) is a diagnostic expert system  developed by X i­
ang and  his associates [36].In  this system  knowledge of th e  spatial s tru c tu re  and  
function of neuroanatom y is represen ted  as a sem antic netw ork, in which every
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cross section and every region represents an anatom ic concept. C onnectivity  of seg­
m ents is asserted  betw een corresponding concepts. E ach tra c t is represen ted  by an 
atom ic node. A natom ically  significant com ponents of th e  C en tra l Nervous System , 
Peripheral Nervous System , and  transverse nerve segm ents of th e  P eriphera l N er­
vous System  are represen ted  by unique atom ic nodes and  connectiv ity  relations are 
specified by nodes w ith  proxim al and distal arcs [19861.
T he rem ainder of th is  discussion will focus upon  works rela ted  to  C om pu ter- 
A ided M edical D iagnosis in o ther fields of medicine.
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One of the earliest work in m edical diagnosis using com puters was done in  the 
la te  1950’s by Ledley and  Lusted [181. T hey have illu stra ted  the au to m ated  decision 
use of com puters in  th e  diagnosis of congenital h eart disease and  discussed the 
p o ten tia l value of probab ilistic  m odels for diagnostic inference. 119591
W arner and his associates [32] developed a com puter p rogram  used  for th e  di­
agnosis of congenital h ea rt disease based upon B aves’ Theorem . It is assum ed th a t 
sym ptom s are independent of each o ther w ithin  a given disease, and  th a t  diseases are 
m utually  exclusive. D a ta  com piled from  patien ts  were used to  generate  a  sym ptom - 
disease m a trix  consisting of 53 sym ptom s and 35 disease entities. T hen , based upon 
th e  presence or absence of these sym ptom s in  a new p a tien t, the  p ro g ram ’s diagnosis 
was com pared to th a t of two experienced physicians. It was found th a t  th e  system 's 
accuracy was equal to th a t of expert in th a t field. Also th e  accuracy im proved w ith  
refinem ents in the d a ta  m a trix  [1964;.
G orry  and B arne tt [14] suggested th a t W arner’s program  would no t be feasible 
for m any applications since it required determ ination  of 53 observations for every 
p a tien t to  be diagnosed: therefore sequential diagnosis was proposed th rough  the  
use of a modified Baves’ Theorem . They defined an attribute to be a  sign or sym p­
tom  which can provide inform ation  for th e  diagnosis: a test as the  m eans em ployed 
to  detect the  presence or absence of one or m ore a ttrib u tes: and th e  selection of a 
te s t or sequence of tests  as th e  test selection function.  T he p rogram 's inform ation  
base constitu ted  the  m edical “experience” of th e  program . The inference function 
was used to  construct th e  cu rren t view of the  diagnostic problem  th ro u g h  the infor­
m ation  base and the a ttr ib u te s  which have been detected  to  date  in th e  study  of the 
p a tien t. The inference function  was based upon  Bayesian m odel, an d  th e  cu rren t 
view held by the p rogram  was a conditional d istribu tion  for various diseases. The 
following schem a was used for this:
P"(D P i S j / D ^ E ' m P . / E ' )
{ J ■" Z j P i S i / D ^ E ' W D j / E ' )
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w here P ' ( D k / E r) is the probability  of Dk given the to ta l experience to  d a te .E ’, bu t 
before th e  observation of the a ttr ib u te  Si, P ( S i / D k ,  E ' )  is the conditional p ro b ­
ability  of a ttr ib u te  S, given Dk and  E \  and  P " ( D k / E " )  is the p ro b ab ility  for Dk 
given the  new. increased experience. Decisions regarding tests  and  te rm in a tio n  were 
m ade on the  basis of calculations of expected costs and  benefits a t each step. The 
perform ance of th e  system  was tested  in  two problem  areas, the diagnosis of bone 
tum ors and  the diagnosis of congenital h ea rt disease. They used W a rn e rs  l32] p ro b ­
ability  m a trix  and  a  priori disease probabilities. The com plete diagnosis em ployed 
by W arner and th e  sequential diagnosis applied by G orrv gave th e  sam e expected 
accuracy, b u t the  la tte r  system  reached th e  final stage w ith  an average of 6.9 tests  
because of th e  te s t selection function im plem ented in th e  program  [19681.
Bleich and his associates [6] developed a program  for estim ation  of acid-base 
disorders and th e n  extended th a t p rogram  to  consider electrolyte abnorm alities. 
A fter the  d a ta  collection has been perform ed, depending on th e  abnorm alities  of 
the d a ta  branched-chain , logic was activated  and  only the  required sections of the 
decision pathw ays where analyzed. Q uestions asked during  the process were either 
num erical labo ra to ry  values or ”yes-no” type questions. Then, depend ing  on the  
case analyzed, th e  program  generated  an evaluation note including suggestions re­
garding possible causes of the observed abnorm alities and  suggestions for correcting 
them . For this p rogram  there was no feedback: th a t is, the system  was no t referring 
to  prior analysis of a patien t, and  every case was trea ted  as a new one. t1969]
W ith  the  experience of their previous work, G orry and  his associates described 
the  use of the discipline of decision analysis as the  basis for an experim ental in te rac ­
tive com puter p rogram  designed to assist th e  physician in  the  clinical m anagem ent 
of acute oliguric renal failure [15]. T heir program  was divided in to  two p arts : 
phase I considered only tests w ith  the m inim al risk (e.g., h istorical d a ta , chem ical 
tests); and  phase II involved tests  of m ore risks and inconvenience. P hase  I used
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a sequen tial test selection process based on B aves’ Theorem , [14]. In phase II th e  
m ethodology of decision theory was applied, where a t each step  in the  “decision 
process" the  p rogram  considered w hether it was best to  tre a t the  patien t im m ed i­
ately or to  carry  ou t additional diagnostic tests. T he trea tm en t w ith  the  cu rren t 
h ighest expected value was chosen and then  com pared w ith  the expected values 
of the  trea tm e n ts  th a t could be given if ano ther d iagnostic te st were perform ed. 
T he relevant values and  probabilities of outcom es of trea tm e n t were ob ta ined  as 
subjective estim ates from  nephrologists. 18 te st cases were evaluated and for 14 of 
the cases, th e  p rog ram  selected the  sam e th e rap eu tic  p lan  or diagnostic te s t as th e  
expert. In  th ree  of the  rem aining four, the p ro g ram ’s choice was ex p e rt’s second 
choice 1973].
M YCIN  developed by E. H. Shortliffe is a sym bolic reasoning program  and  is 
considered s ta te  of th e  a rt am ong program s developed in  this field. It determ ines 
the site of infection, type of organism  and  drug  sensitivities of the  organism  which 
is used for an tim icrobial therapy [271. M YCIN has two kinds of d a ta , the first is 
the p a tien t d a ta  (the  inform ation abou t the  p a tien t which is entered in response to 
com puter generated  questions during  the consu lta tion). T he  o ther is the “dynam ic 
d a ta ."  w hich is a  d a ta  s truc tu re  created during  the  consu ltation . T he p rogram  
has th ree  subcom ponents: first a consultation  system  in which questions are asked 
and  th ro u g h  which conclusions are draw n and  advice is given. The second is an 
exp lanation  system  which answers questions from  the user and a ttem p ts  to explain 
its advice. T he th ird  is the ru le-acquisition  system  w hich perm its experts to  teach  
M YCIN new decision rules a n d /o r  to  alter p re-ex istin g  rules th a t are judged  to 
be in ad eq u a te  or incorrect. Decision in M YCIN, not only involves the  p a tien t b u t 
also th e  cultures th a t have grown, the  organism s iso lated , and  drugs th a t have been 
adm in iste red . Each of these are term ed  a  'co n te x t’ of th e  p ro g ram ’s reasoning. T he 
co n tex t-ty p es  in itia ted  during a ru n  of the  p rogram , are arranged  h ierarchically
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in a  d a ta  s tru c tu re  term ed ’contex t tree ’ in which each node is represented  as one 
’co n tex t’. Rules are subject to  categorization in accordance w ith the  context types. 
Every ru le  in  the  system  belongs to  one and only one of these categories. A clinical 
p a ram ete r is a  characteristic  of one of the  contexts in  th e  context tree,i.e., the  
nam e of th e  p a tien t, th e  site of a  culture, and so on. M Y CIN  stores inferences and  
d a ta  using the a ttr ib u te -o b jec t-v a lu e  concept. Object is always some context in 
the context tree, and  attribute is a  clinical param eter ap p ro p ria te  for th a t context. 
T he value of every clinical p aram eter is stored by M YCIN along w ith  an  associated 
certa in ty  factor (C F) th a t reflects th e  system ’s belief th a t  th e  value is correct. In 
add ition  each rule in M YCIN is assigned a certainty  factor. T he C F  approach is used 
because in m ost of the cases clinicians do not use the  “in form ation  com parable to 
im plan ted  s tan d a rd  sta tis tica l m ethods” . C ertain ty  factors allow th e  accum ulation 
of evidence and facilita te  decisions concerning the identification of organism s causing 
diseases in p a tien ts . M Y CIN ’s consultation  session creates the  p a tien t context as 
the top  node in the  context tree. M YCIN then a ttem p ts  to  apply  th e  goal-ru le to 
the newly created  p a tien t context. The goal oriented approach  to  ru le innovation 
and question selection is au tom ated  via two in terre la ted  procedures, one is the rule 
analysis and  the  second is a m echanism  th a t searches for th e  d a ta  needed by the  
first p rocedure f 1976].
A system  th a t was used for m ultip le disorders was developed by Ben-B assat and  
his coworkers [4]. The knowledge base of the system  consists of d isorder p a tte rn s  
in a hierarchical way th a t was used as a feedback for m edical in form ation  required 
for diagnosis. T he system  m odel consists of elem ents th a t includes ’featu res’ and 
’d isorders’. Features were defined as bits of clinical d a ta  like age, sex, sym ptom s 
and  o thers . For each feature a  cost was assigned and  shown in  five ranks, like 
h istorical in form ation  and  findings of physical exam ination  were assigned as cost-1, 
inexpensive rou tine  procedures were assigned as cost-2, and  so on. D isorder was
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defined as a  feature or com bination of features th a t describes a  well-defined clinical 
en tity  like a  problem  or a disease. T hey were defined by m eans of a  characterizing 
p a tte rn  which was com posed of a set of features and conditional probabilities of 
features for a given disorder being present or absent. R ank  of life th rea ten ing  
severity, and  prior p robab ility  of appearance in  the popu la tion  u n d er consideration, 
were also used to describe disorders. Knowledge extraction was done from  disorder 
dom ain to  the  featu re dom ain d isorder characterization, d isorders differentiation 
and featu re  characterization  stages were applied until a high quality  of p a tte rn  was 
recorded. In  the diagnostic m odel analysis, each disorder was taken  in to  account 
along w ith  its com plem ent, and  each was individually considered. A t any level of 
the p rogram , the user m ight control the  operation  strategy  an d  take  th e  full control. 
T he system  is capable of providing reasons for i t ’s decisions. T h e  knowledge base 
of the  system  was incom plete and  inaccura te  [19801.
IN T E R N IST  is a  consu ltation  p rogram  developed for in te rn a l m edicine by H. 
Pople and  his associates .24]. Its knowledge base is com posed of d isease entities and 
m anifestations!sym ptom s, physical signs, and  labora to ry  d a ta ). E ach m anifestation  
of a given disease is assigned two num bers: "evoking s tren g th ' and  ’frequency’, w ith 
the  values of 0-5 and  1-5 respectively, and  "im port’ is assigned for each m anifesta­
tions across all disease w ith the  values 1-5. T here are two heuristic  principles; one 
is the form ation of problem  areas th ro u g h  a partition ing  a lgo rithm  and  the other 
is the conclusion (or diagnosis) w ith in  a problem  areas. D uring  th e  d iagnostic con­
su lta tion  the  following steps are applied. F irs t the positive and  negative findings 
of the  p a tien t are en tered  by th e  user, for each positive m an ifesta tio n  given, the 
program  retrieves its  com plete differential diagnosis. A disease hypothesis w ith a 
proper listing  is created , and for each disease hypothesis four lists  are  m aintained 
and each hypothesis on the m aste r list of diagnoses are given a score. After the 
scoring, th e  m aster list of all hypotheses are sorted by descending score. T he diag­
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nosis w hose score falls short of th e  th resh o ld  are discarded. Possible diseases for the  
likeliest diagnoses are identified from  th e  m aster differential list by a  p a rtitio n in g  
rule. A fter selecting the  m ost a ttrac tiv e  diagnosis th e  step for a definitive diagnosis 
is applied. If the re  is no conclusion, th e  p rogram  either pursues,rules o u t or d iscrim ­
inates w ith  a  certain  strategy. To im prove th e  efficiency, the system  asks questions 
and the  p rog ram  reruns again to  find a new differential diagnosis. T he program  
stops w hen th e  im port value of 2 or less is observed. The program  canno t analyze 
the m ultisystem  problem s, the d a tab ase  s tru c tu re  lim its the  p ro g ram 's  ab ility  to 
reason anatom ically  and  tem porally, and  it can not recognize the subcom ponen ts of 
an illness. O n th e  basis of the deficiencies m entioned above, the sam e group devel­
oped CA D U CEU S and they defined th e  diagnostic complex(es) from  th e  beginning 
and applied  facets of disease to m ore th a n  one diagnostic en tity  to  overcom e the 
deficiencies. T he au thors believe th a t  CADUCEUS will not be ready  for release for 
ano ther five to  ten  years |1982].
K. P. A dlassnig and  his team  has developed a d a ta -d riv en ,ru le -b ased  expert sys­
tem  for general m edicine, called CADIA G [1] [2]. Using symbolic logic rep resen ta­
tion CADIA G -I was developed.then w ith  some changes they developed CA D IA G-II. 
T he first version of CADIAG , C A D IA G -I is based on a symbolic logic rep resen ta­
tion of a m edical relationship . It consists of four m ain structu res, nam ely  a m edical 
inform ation  system , a patien t d a ta  in te rp re te r, a com puter assisted m edical consul­
ta tion  system , and  a m edical d iagnostic knowledge system . M edical en tities such 
as; 1- sym ptom s, signs, labora to ry  findings, 2-diseases, diagnoses, 3- in term ed iate  
com binations, and  4- sym ptom  com binations and the ir re la tionships are defined 
and represen ted  in term s of first-order p red icate  calculus. D iagnostic hypotheses 
are generated  by precalculating unique sym ptom  p a tte rn s. For a  given sym ptom  
p a tte rn , a confirm ed or excluded diagnosis, diagnostic hypotheses, an d  possible di­
agnoses are estab lished . D iagnostic hypo theses are calculated by m eans of unique
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sym ptom  p a tte rn s  m atching  the sym ptom s observed on the  patients. Possible d i­
agnoses are m ade on th e  basis of preferential sym ptom s exhibited by th e  p a tien t 
and selected as such by the diagnostician. E x tended  explanations of th e  diagnostic 
results are  given to  the  physician. Suggestions w hether to  exam ine the  p a tien t fu r­
th e r in  o rder to confirm  or exclude diagnostic hypotheses or possible diagnoses are 
also offered [19851.
C A D IA G -II is an  expansion of CA D IA G -I and  uses Fuzzy Set T heory  to  de­
te rm ine th e  relations between sym ptom s and  diseases. In the system 's knowledge 
base sym ptom s.diseases or diagnoses and  in term ed ia te  and  sym ptom  com binations 
are given some fuzzy logical values. To calculate the grades of the m em bersh ip  of 
the  p a tien t to  disease, com positional rules of inference are used. The rela tionsh ips 
betw een sym ptom s and  diseases are described either linguistically or s ta tistica lly . 
Sym ptom s are no t present or absent only, b u t they  are assigned a value betw een 
0-1 to  ind ica te  th e  ‘degree of m em bership’. Diseases and  diagnoses are tre a te d  in 
a sim ilar way. In th e  diagnostic process, after th e  sym ptom s are gathered , possible 
in term ed ia te  com binations and sym ptom  com binations are com puted. C on trad ic­
tions in  th e  present sym ptom  p a tte rn  and  th e  in term ed iate  com puted p a tte rn s  of 
sym ptom  com binations are checked. T hen confirm ed diagnoses are identified  and  
diagnostic hypotheses are offered [19861.
O hm ann  and his friends studied the extensions of th e  independent Bayes M odel, 
tak ing  in teractions between variables in to  account, toge ther w ith th e  d a ta  set of 
upper G astro in testina l bleeding, using different m easures of perform ance, such as 
d iscrim inant ability, sharpness of pred ic tion  an d  reliability  of the probab ilities [221. 
The m odels used were, linear logistic regression and independence Bayes. I t  was 
shown th a t  there  were sm all differences betw een the  m odels if applied to  d a ta  sets 
w ith few variables. W ith  the d a ta  sets of m any variables, there were sizable differ­
ences betw een the  m odels, bu t no m odel was superior in  all aspects of perform ance
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[1988].
In his recent p ap e r A dlassnig presented  th e  perform ance evaluation of diag­
nostic accuracy of th e  m edical expert system  i3l. Taking histologically or clini­
cally confirm ed diagnosis as s tan d a rd  he showed th a t th e  R O C -R eceiver O perating 
C haracteristic-curves no t only allow the o p tim al ad ju stm en t of the  expert system 's 
in ternal and  hoc decision criteria  such as th resho lds, weights and  scores bu t also 
provide a  basis for b e tte r  com paring the  perform ance of different m edical expert 
systems [1989].
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C hapter 2
A  B A Y E S IA N  F O R M U L A T IO N  
FO R  C A L O N D
The purpose of th is chap ter is to estim ate  posterior lesion probabilities for a 
given set of neurological test outcom es using a  classical s ta tis tica l process: Bayes' 
Theorem .
As m entioned before in Section 1.1 th e  system  CALOND will be designed to  
relate clinical test outcom es to  th e  spatia l d istribu tion  of th e  p robab ility  of lesions. 
For th is purpose th e  anatom ical s tru c tu re s  of in terest will be divided in to  V  volum e 
units, called voxels.  Each voxel will be identified by some su itable code, designated 
here by the sym bol v. v — 1 .2 .. .. .  V". A neural pathw ay can then  be represented  as 
a string of voxels th rough  which it passes.
One of the im p o rtan t tasks of the s tu d y  will be th e  p repara tion  of an  elabo­
ra te  database. T he d a tabase  will contain detailed anatom ical in form ation , such 
as relationships betw een anatom ical s truc tu res  of im portance and voxels, a list of 
clinical tests and  the ir different possible outcom es, and  s ta tis tica l in form ation  such 
as a priori p robabilities of m alfunction and  function and  various test outcom es. 
For practical purposes C A LO N D ’s da tab ase  will be constructed  from  the  following 
com plem entary prim e units:
• TE ST B A SE : This will be CA LO N D ’s da tabase  u n it in  which th e  te s t inpu ts  
and  the resu lting  te st outcom es will be stored. T he fist of th e  tests  and
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outcom es for th e  CALOND is shown in  A ppendix  D.
• PATHBASE : This will be th e  un it in which th e  pathw ay inform ation  will be 
stored, th a t is, the  voxels which com pose the  pathway.
• ANATBASE: T his will be CA LO N D ’s da tabase  u n it used for sto ring  the  
anatom ical in form ation , th a t  is the  anatom ical nam es rela ted  to pathw ays 
is stored in this un it.
• STATBASE: This is th e  u n it in which s ta tis tica l in form ation  will be m a in ­
ta ined. (A prior in fo rm ation  and  conditional a  prior inform ation).
The u ltim ate objective of th e  stu d y  is to  develop and im plem ent a m ethod  for 
calculating the p robability  of lesion for each voxel (or pathw ay) based on th e  test 
outcom es. Such a m ethod is in troduced  in the  following subsection.
2.1 A  S ta tistica l M eth o d  for L ocalization  o f  Le­
sions
Consider the  following scenario : A person w ith  (possible) neurological com plica­
tions . henceforth to  be called s im p ly ,th e  P A T I E N T  walks into a general p rac ti- 
tioner's  office. He, or she. is ab o u t to  be exam ined by a m edical professional who is 
using CALOND. This m edical professional m ight be a  physician, a physician’s assis­
ta n t. a m edical technician or o th e r qualified personnel. For the sake of conciseness, 
in  th is study, from now on th is person  will be referred to  as the P H Y S I C I A N .
After an initial interview  w ith  th e  pa tien t th e  physician is expected to  apply  a 
group of tests  1 from  C A LO N D ’s d a tab ase  un it T E ST B A SE . If the  p a tien t has any 
lesions involving the nervous system , a skilled neurologist or a neurosurgeon can 
give a  good estim ate of the  location  of lesions by associating his or her experience 
w ith the  test outcom es. In th is  section an analy tical m ethod  will be developed for
1 CALOND will not require the tests to be applied in any particular order.
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the  determ ination  of the  p robability  of m alfunction  of a given voxel (or pathw ay) for 
a given set of te st outcom es. In  the  following, som e pertin en t term inology will be 
in troduced  and the  problem  sta tem en t and  rela ted  conditional probability  equations 
will be presented.
Let Ti ( i =  1 , 2 denot e the verbal descrip tion  of an  available test in  T E ST - 
BASE, T  =  {Ti} =  { T i , T 2, . . .  ,T /}  the set of  available tests and let
O = { 0 l ,1: 01,2, • • • i 01,7(1)! 02,1) 02,2 i ■ • • • 02,7(2)! • • • ? 0 / , l  > 0J,2, • • • , 0/,7(/)} 
denote th e  set of  all test outcomes  in T E ST B A S E , w here 0,-j is the 7 th  outcom e 
of te s t i.
Note th a t these definitions im ply th a t  there are exactly  J  — Hf=1 J(i )  
outcom es in  TESTB A SE.
Let Oi =  {Oi.i, 0 i,2 , • • • • 0 {,7(t)} denote the  set of possible outcomes for th e  ith  
test T,, and  let n  be the test sequence applied to  a specific patien t where n  =  
1 , . . . , A T. For each test applied, th e  te st outcom e will be represented by a vector 
q{n).  which will include the identification  num ber of th e  test applied and  its  test 
outcom e from  th e  d a ta  base, nam ely T E ST B A SE . N ote th a t  the  physician need not 
follow any predeterm ined test sequence d ic ta ted  by CALOND.
Let M v represent the event  th a t voxel v (or pathw ay  v)  is m alfunctioning.
Using the  definition of conditional probability , th e  probability  of the voxel v 
m alfunctioning given th a t the te st outcom e of the  app lied  test T?(n) is q{n)  can be 
determ ined in term s of the following a priori p ro b ab ilitie s :2
1 . P ( M V) : the  a priori p robab ility  of voxel r  being m alfunctioning.
2. P(q(n) )  : the a priori p robab ility  of te st ou tcom e q(n)  being observed.
3. P ( q ( n ) / M v) : The conditional p robab ility  of te s t outcom e q(n)  being observed 
given th a t voxel v is m alfunctioning.
A fter the  application of th e  first te s t, (n  =  1), th e  m alfunction p robab ility  of
: These probabilities are for a population at large, visiting general physician's office for a medical 
examination.
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voxel v for a given te s t outcom e g (l)  is given by
P ( M J q ( l ) )  = P ( q ( l ) / M „ ) j ^ A  (2 .1 )
After the second te s t (n = 2 ) the  probability  of m alfunction  of voxel v. given the  
test outcom es ^ (l)  and  q( 2 ) can be calculated from ;
P ( M J q ( 2 ) q ( \ ) )  =  P ( q [ 2 ) / q ( l ) M „ ) P ( q ( l ) / M , ) - ? (^  (2.2)
For the rest of th is analysis the  following fu n d am en ta l assum ption will be m ade: 
Assumption 1 :
Let Tv denote the  set of tests  designed specifically for testing the  voxel v. Let 
S v =  {q\.  <72; • • • • q^} denote the corresponding set of te s t outcom es for the patien t 
under consideration and  M v denote the event th a t  voxel v  is m alfunctioning. Let 
<S). . 3 V and — S v — 3  k , then
P { S k/S'k n M v} =  P { S k/ M v } (2.3)
Let {q(r) .q(r  — 1 ) , . . . .  g (l)}  6  S v and let S k =  {5 (f)}  , then  Assumpt ion 1 implies 
th a t
P( q ( r ) / q ( r  - l ) q { r  - 2 ) . . . q { l ) M v ) = P ( q ( r ) / M v ) (2.4)
where {q{r). q(r — 1 ), q(r — 2 ) . . . .  ^ (1 )} is a  set of outcom es corresponding to  a set 
of tests designed s p e c if ic a lly  for testing the  voxel (or, th e  pathw ay) v.
The above assum ption  sim ply states th a t in  com puting  the conditional p roba­
bility of the  test outcom e g(r), given the previous te st outcom es 
S r- 1 =  {q(r  — l) ? ( r  — 2 ) . . .g ( l ) }  and Af„ (i.e.. voxel r  is not functioning), the 
knowledge of 5 r_ 1 m ay safely be discarded in  view of th e  definitive knowledge of 
M v.
As an exam ple, le t r  =  2 and  v =  10. A ssum e th a t g (l) is a te st outcom e 
indicating th a t voxel 10 is m alfunctioning w ith  som e probability. C learly in  the 
com putation  of the  conditional probability  of th e  outcom e of a new te s t, w hen the
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test outcome g (l)  is given and it is known th a t  th e  voxel M i 0 is m alfunctioning, 
g (l) m ay safely be dism issed in  view of th e  m ore decisive knowledge M 10 (i.e., voxel 
10 is m alfunctioning). T his is exactly w hat Assumpt ion  1 im plies. Note th a t for 
r =  2, Assumpt ion 1 yields P( q { 2 ) / q ( l ) M v ) % P ( q ( 2 ) / M v ) . then  th e  Eq. (2.2) can 
be w ritten  as follows;
P ( M J q ( 2)4(1)) =  P( q ( 2 ) /M„ ) P( q( l ) / M„ )  (2.5)
■P(?(2 )? ( l) )
After the th ird  te st. Tg(3), is applied th e  p robab ility  of m alfunction  of voxel v.  
given the test outcom es q (l) q{2) and q(3), can be calcu la ted  from  the  following 
equation:
F(M./,(3)?(2)?(1)) = P(s ( 3 ) / , ( l ) S(2)itf.)J’(S(2)/«(l)iM.)
P ( l ( D / M „ )  (2.6)
^ (? (3 )9 (2 )q l,l))
Hence, using Assumpt ion  1 the following expression will be w ritten ;
P ( MJ q { 3 ) q ( 2 ) q ( l ) )  ^  P ( q ( 3 ) / M v ) P ( q ( 2 ) / M v ) P ( q ( l ) / M v )
P { M V)
P (? (3 )q (2 )q (l))
Using m athem atical induction  the following fund am en ta l equation  can be obtained:
P ( M J q ( l ) q { 2 ) . . . q ( n ) )  = P ( q ( n ) / M v) . . .  P ( q ( 2 ) / M v ) P ( q ( l ) / M v )
P ( M V)
( 2 .8 )
■ P (9 (l)9 (2 ) ...? (n ))
The above equation allows recursive u p d a te  of th e  m alfunction  p robab ilities after 
the arrival of each new test outcom e and therefore it will be called The Malfunct ion  
Probability Update Equat ion (MPUE) .
Although the M PU  E quation  developed above gives th e  m alfunction  probabili­
ties of voxels only, th e  sam e equation  is also applicable  for en tire  pathw ays. In  fact, 
in practical applications it m ight be com putationally  m ore efficient to  u p d a te  the 
m alfunction probabilities along a given pathw ay  ra th e r  th a n  ind iv idual voxels.
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2.2 D eterm in ation  O f Sub sequ ent T esting
A fter CALOND evaluates th e  outcom e of a new test using the M P U E , it can suggest 
the  next test to  be applied by first selecting the  voxel(s) (or pathw ay) w ith  the  
highest m alfunction probability  and  then  searches the  test(s) associated  w ith  the 
sam e voxel(s) from  its TE ST B A SE.
As an exam ple, assum e th a t the  test:
“ Observe vocal cords during phonat ion” is applied and  the outcom e
“ Left cord weak or paralyzed” is observed.
In  TE ST B A SE th is te st outcom e can  be found to  be associated  w ith voxel 
num bers 1017. 928. . . . ,1 6 8 . Suppose th a t  after the  m alfunction probabilities of 
these voxels are u p d a ted  using M PU E , CALOND  will determ ine th a t the voxel 
538 will have the  h ighest m alfunction probability . It will then suggest the  tests 
2,3,5,10.14.16.17,18.20.24,49.55.57, and  59, since according to T E ST B A S E  these 
tests are listed as being associated w ith voxel 538.3
B ut there rem ains a  problem : th a t is, how do we arrive at the  m alfunction  p rob ­
ability  values for each voxel. In the  cu rren t study, only the  b ra in stem  is considered, 
com prised by 1000 voxels as m entioned before. If th e  anatom ical s tru c tu re  is ex­
tended  beyond the b rainstem , the num ber of voxels will increase, eventually  m aking 
the need for probability  values cum bersom e. In the following ch ap te r, we propose 
a m ethod for estim ating  m alfunction p robab ilities, assum ing the  ap p ro p ria te  d a ta  
acquisition is possible.
3 Refer to the Appendix E for test outcome designation
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C hapter 3
A R E G R E S S IO N  A N A L Y SIS  
M O D E L
3.1 In troduction
O ur goal, once again, is to estim ate poste rio r p robabilities of lesion based upon a 
priori knowledge and the  results of neurological tests. This estim ation  will now take 
th e  following direction:
Baves' T heorem  identifies a classical s ta tis tic a l re la tionsh ip  betw een priori knowl­
edge and  th e  a tta in m en t of more conclusive lesion p robab ility  s ta tem en ts based 
upon neurological test outcomes. Since we m ay consider the  posterio r probability  
of lesion to  be a  function of the a prio ri p robab ility  of certain  neurological test 
outcom es, we m ay estim ate this function  th ro u g h  a polynom ial (which corresponds 
to a Taylor series expansion of th is fu n c tio n )-a t first, a  first o rder one which is 
essentially a linear approxim ation.
L inear Regression Analysis in tro d u ced  in th is ch ap te r is a p lausib le m ethod, 
since it exhibits the  linearity betw een posterio r and a priori p robab ilities in Baves1 
Theorem . By m odelling this linear re la tion  betw een th e  a  priori and  posterior 
probabilities via s ta tis tica l predic tor techn iques it is th e n  possible to  ob ta in  some 
of the necessary probability  estim ates. A concise definition of Regression A nalysis
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is e lucidated  in  A ppendix B.
In  th e  previous chapter, the  following equation  w as derived by modifying Baves' 
theorem :
P ( M , l q ( n ) )  = P ( q ( n ) I M , ) f ^ i  (3.1)
P(q{n) )
where: q ( n ) is the  test outcom e vector chosen for th e  n th  test applied. M v is
the event th a t voxel v is m alfunctioning (or there  is a  lesion a t th a t voxel). The
probabilities are defined as follows: P { q ( n ) / M v) is th e  conditional probability  of 
choosing te s t outcom e q{n)  given th a t voxel v is m alfunction ing . P ( M V) is th e  a 
priori p robab ility  of voxel v being m alfunctioning. P ( q( n ) )  is the a priori p robability  
of observing th a t specific test outcom e for the  n th  te s t applied. P ( M v/ q ( n )) is 
the p robab ility  of having a  lesion a t voxel v given th e  te s t outcom e q(n) for the  
n th  test applied. The universe, in the  context of th is  work, does not cover th e  
popula tion  a t large bu t only those people who are seeking a neurological evaluation. 
It is also assum ed th a t some or all of th e  a priori p robab ilities  for the CALOND 
d a ta  file called STATBASE are provided by a designated  team  of neurologists and  
radiologists. A fter the first te st is applied, the Eq. 3.1 will be as follows;
P(  M  1
P ( M v/q(  1 )) =  (3.2)
which, in  tu rn  sets up a table such as th a t shown in th e  exam ple given in Table 3.1..
where 1062......... 326 indicate the  m alfunctioning voxels involved for the  observed te st
outcom e q ( l) .
3.2 R egression  A nalysis
Using regression analysis one can estim ate a linear or non lin ear relationship betw een 
the variables. Of course, alternative m odels yielding s im ilar estim ates are possible. 
By im posing the  regression analysis criterion  to  the  designated  m odel, it is possible 
to  ob ta in  the  estim ated  regression coefficients; the  m odel will then  provide prob-
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Voxel v
! |
P [ M V) P(q(  1 ))
1
P ( q ( l ) / M v )
1
P { M v/q{ 1 ))
|
1062 ! ' 1 0 ~ 6 ! 1 0 " 2 
i ; i :
1 0 ~ 4 1 0 - 6
1
326 ; 1 0 “ 6 1 1 0 " 3 1 0 " 3
: 1 
i o - 7 i
Table 3.1: Exam ple of p robab ility  assignm ents for m alfunction ing  voxels based on 
a  single test.
ability  of lesion estim ates which m ay be com pared to  th e  num bers genera ted  by 
partic ip a tin g  physicians.
The nota tions used in  the following will replicate th e  no ta tio n s  used in  "A pplied 
Regression Analysis" by N. R. D raper and H. Sm ith  .9].
A linear, first order m odel w ith  two predictor variables can be given as follows:
y = 30 T  3\z  A /32zi (3.3)
and similarly,
x 2 =  3 '  ~  3 \ z  -  J,*I3 (3.4)
where d0, 3 \~. fi2, $oi an a  are the unknow n p a ram ete rs  of the m odel to  be
estim ated , and r  is an "experience factor".e.g.. taken to  be. for the m om ent, the
years of experience of the  physician who is estim ating  th e  a priori p robabilities.
Using the d a ta  available, the estim ates of these param eters  will be calcu lated . The 
estim ates of y  and x 2 which are, y  and  x 2 respectively, for th e  given values of x 2. i 3 
and  r  will be denoted as follows;
y  =  C  -i- B z  +  .4a: i
i 2 =  C m -f- B ' z  +  .4*a:3
where y , x 2 are the pred icted  values of y  and  x 2 respectively  (for a given in p u t 
value). C , B , A , C * . B *  and  A * are the estim ates of th e  param eters , given
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above. To estim ate the  param eters in th e  m odel, the Least Squares m ethod  will be 
applied , hence -See Fig. 3 .1 -the  Residual Su m  of  Squares-S- ,  th a t is:
l Y
(®* i Vi )
(y = b0 — ^ x )
Figure 3.1: The vertical deviations whose sum  of squares is m inim ized for the least 
squares procedure
5  -  y i ?  = X > i  - C -  Bz i  -  A x u )2 (3.5)
»=i «=i
will be m inimized. T he least squares estim ates of the  param eters  C . B . A  in the 
m odel, found by m inim izing the  residual sum  of the squares, are th e  so lu tion  to  the 
following sim ultaneous system:
dS_
d A
- 2  ^ { y i  -  C  -  B=i -  A x u )xu  =  0
i=l
These equations can be w ritten  as shown; they are referred to as the  Nor mal  Equa­
tions:
n c t ( J 2 = , ) b ^ ( T x u ) a  
( X » C +  Z x u *i)A
E  y&u
or in m a trix  form  as follows:
'  c ' ' E y ;  '
B = E y ; ';
. A . E y ^ i ;  .
N  E U )  E (* i i)  
E t e )  E(--f) U x u = i )  
L E ( * h )  E (* i.-*) E (* ;,0
A pplying C ram er’s Rule, one can find the  values of C. B  and A.  We m ay fu rther 
observe th a t  the  svstem  m atrix
N  E  ~<
T  V '  -2
E  *li
V j . , .  V j , . . .  V '  X 2 . ^  •'-It _  ■Mi~i  . •'H
is guaran teed  to possess an inverse since its de term inan t is stric tly  positive (th is is 
a theorem  from  Regression Analysis: see [9] pp. 78-83)
Thus, our solution may be expressed as
' A ’ N E u ;  '
- l
' E y ,
B = Y' E  -,2 E  i i ; - ; E  y<~;
C . E * i i E  XUSi ^  x 2 - . E  Uix u  .
A nd in  fact.
N  E  A
V  -■ V '  -2
E *i,- 
E  XU=i
-1
. E * h E * i;~ ; E * i,-
is known, in the  lite ra tu re , to be V ( b ) / s 2, where V ( b )  is the variance, covariance 
m a trix  for th e  regression coefficient vector 6 ; and  s z is SSResidual/dfResidual- In  fact, 
th e  system  m a trix  m ay be w ritten  in  term s of variance and covariance. Since this 
m a trix  represents the  first partia l derivative of S .  all of which are th en  know n to be
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positive, it assures us th a t the values of regression coefficients genera ted  by Norm al 
E quations do indeed  identify a local m in im um  for S.
Now th e  fundament a l  partit ion equation is used to  generate add itional quantities 
in  the  ANOVA (ANalysis Of VAriance) tab le. Recall th a t i9]
E(y* ~ y)2 =  E(yi - yf -  E(y* - &)2 ( 3 -6 )
is the  fundam en ta l p a rtitio n  equation, where: E(y« — y )2 is called sum of  squares 
total corrected which is related to the variance of y, (<Ty). E(y* ~  v )2 is called 
sum of  squares due to regression, which shows how well d a ta  is regressed to  y  and 
E (y ; — y )2 is sum of  squares due to error (residuals) which serves as a m easure 
of the inadequacy  of th e  model. From th is in form ation  it is possible to  appraise 
w hether the  regression line will serve as a good pred ic to r by observing how the  Sum 
of Squares (SS) abou t the  m ean value of y  has separated  in to  the  e rro r SS or an 
explained (regressed) SS.
Next form  th e  ANOVA (ANalysis O f VAriance) tab le  as shown on the next 
page. In th is tab le  I is th e  sample size and  k  is the num ber of p red ic to r variables. 
T . C  is called T otal C orrected and it is equal to sum  of the  degrees of freedom  due 
regression and  th e  degrees of freedom due residual. T he te rm  M S  is used to define 
th e  mean square error and  it is equal to th e  ra tio  of 5 5  and  the degrees of freedom  
for a given category (source). The degrees of freedom  can be found by sub trac ting  
the num ber of param eters  in the model from  th e  num ber of cases in  th e  m odel. The 
te rm  F - R atio  =  M 5reg /A f5res possesses an  F  d is tribu tion  in th is case.
T hus a te st of the  hypothesis Ho : B  =  0 or A  =  0 versus H\ : B  A  0 and  .4 =  0 
can be conducted by exam ining the m agn itude of the  F - R atio . If a  certa in  level of 
significance (a )  is defined, then we:
Reject H q : if F  > F RC
Accept H o  : if F  <  F r c
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Source Degrees of 
Freedom
SS MS F R atio
Regression
Residual
T.C
k { =  2 ) 
/ — 3 
I -  1
U y - y ) 2
U y - y ) 2
E ( y - y ) 2
U y - y ) 2/ k  
E(y -  y ) 2/ i l -  3) 
E (j/ -  y ) 2/ d  -  i)
F  =  M S r e g / M S r e s
as shown:
Table 3.2: The ANOVA Table (Used for SSE)
D ensity  Function =  f ( F )
Accept Ha~
£
Reject Ho
RC
Figure 3.2: JF-D istribution for a= sign ificance level
The same m ethod  is applied for the  estim ation  of x-i. The following m atrix  is 
derived to find th e  estim ates of C*. B *. A *.
' Ar E(--,) E(®*) ' '  C* ' E  x ">i
E(-i) E(-~2) E (*3<*) = E ^ , - ,
. E(*3i) E(*3i-.-) E(*L0 . . E x 2ix Si
A sim ilar ANOVA table will also be form ed for this case.
3.3 Linear H yp oth esis  T esting
As an alternative to  th e  model y = 3o +  (3\ z ■+■ 0 2 *i» consider th e  following model:
y = p 0 + 0 2 * 1,
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which discards the  experience factor. In  th is case the regression m odel hypothesis 
will be Ho : j32 =  0 and  the a lternative Hi  : f a  7  ^ 0 .
For the  reduced m odel, as before, least squares analysis is app lied  and  the  fol­
lowing m a trix  is ob tained.
N  (£(* .•))
E t e )  M )
. 
.1
bo
1
li
I
62 1
Hsn
; Source i d .f SS MS F R atio
Regression k (=  2 )
N1n E (y  -  y)2/ k
; Residual I -  2 ^ ( y - y )2 11
n
F  — M  Sxeg/  M  S-res
T.C I -  1 E ( y - y )2 D ( y  -  y ) 2/( l  -  i )
Table 3.3: ANOVA Table for R educed Model (Used for SSW )
If the te rm  5 5 re s  is com puted for b o th  m odels, the following analysis is possible 
(see Tables 3.1 and 3.2 respectively):
V ( u  -  v ) 2
S S ves =  — j--- “ — =  S S E  for the expanded m odel
i O
^(y -  y ) 2SSres  =  — j----  —  =  S S W  for the reduced m odelI £
It is expected th a t S S W  > S S E  since there  are fewer param eters  in the reduced 
model. Define SSI'U — S S E  as sum  of squares due to errors incurred  by the revision 
hypothesis H 0 : C — 0, which claims th a t the  reduced m odel is superio r: w ith only 
one degree of freedom: |(/ — 2) — (I — 3)| =  1. Then, the validity of the  revision 
hypothesis test will be tested  by considering th e  following ra tio  of m ean  squares:
S S W - S S E
S S E
U - 3 )
and  then  referring to  th e  F  d is tribu tion  tab le  w ith a given significance level for 
acceptance or rejection of Ho. D rap e r/S m ith , pp. 102-107 [9].
C onsider the  m odified Bayes" E quation  th a t was derived for th e  system .
P ( M v/q{l )q{2)  • • • 9 (n))  =  P(q{n)  /  P{q( l )q(2)  ■ • • q{n)Mv ) !. g(w)j
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A fter the application  of the first test th e  above equation  has the  form :
P ( M  ) 
P{M J q ( l ) )  =
Let. P ( q ( l ) / M v ) — X i , P ( M v ) — x 2, P(q(  1)) =  x3, and  P ( M v /q( 1)) =  y.  T hen  the  
equation  above will become
x 2
y = x \ —
x 3
or, in  ra tio  form
— =  —  -  a 
X\ x 3
where a is a  p robab ility  ratio  (p roportiona lity ) constan t. It is possible, then , to 
form ulate a pair of linear, first order regression m odels as shown below:
y =  b + ax i (3.7)
x 2 =  c +  a x 3 (3.8)
which share th is com mon probability  ra tio , a. After th e  application  of th e  second 
test, the  m odified Baves' Equation will be:
P ( M  )
P ( M v/q(l )q(2))  = P ( q ( 2 ) / q ( l ) M v ) P ( q ( l ) / M v ) (3.9)
-P(?( l )9l -) )
and w ith the use of A ssum ption 1 . the Eq. 3.9 can be simplified to:
P ( M J q ( l ) q { 2 ) )  =  P ( q ( 2 ) / M v ) P ( q ( l ) / M v ) (3.10)
-P(g(i)9(2))
Now. let P ( M v/q{l )q(2))  = yu  P ( q ( 2 ) / M v ) =  x 5, P(q( l )q(2) )  =  x A\ thus Eq. 3.10 
can be w ritten  as:
x 2
2/1 =  I l l s  —
let
7/i X 2X 2
X5 X4
then:
=  a
V i  =  b m ~  a mx 5
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and
If we define z =  £4/ 2:1 . then
x 2 = c +  a (— ).
x l
2;2 =  c* — a*j
Here th e  estim ates of a’ .b*.c'  will be calcu lated , w hich in  tu rn  will allow us to  
ex trap o la te  x 4 using;
£4
x 2 — c
®1a*
In th is  fashion, it is possible to find the jo in t p robab ilities of observed te s t o u t­
comes. Indeed th is can be extended to estim ate  th e  general jo int p robab ility  
P(q{ l  )<?(2 ) • ■ • q[n))  for n observed test outcom es. This technique makes it pos­
sible to  find m any jo in t probability  values, b u t requires a large database  of a priori 
p robab ilities, curren tly  unavailable. We then  tu rn  to available sim ulation strateg ies.
3.4 C onclusions
This c h a p te rs  p rim ary  focus is to use linear approx im ation  techniques in o rder to 
estim ate  the  posterior lesion probability  for some anatom ical region. T he principal 
approach  is to  apply the  classical s ta tistics process of regression analysis. If all 
of the  necessary a priori inform ation is available, one can develop a storehouse of 
posterio r lesion probabilities associated w ith a  variety  of neurological testoutcom es 
and  general dem ographic sta tem ents (including epidem iological sta tem en ts of in ­
cidence) for a host of neurological diseases. T he physician  would have access to 
this storehouse of inform ation and then  be able to use posterior lesion p robab ility  
estim ates to  assist h im  in judgem ents as to  how to  proceed in  the com pletion of th e  
neurological exam ination and render his diagnosis a n d /o r  conclusions.
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C hapter 4
A N  A L T E R N A T IV E : M O N T E  
C A R LO  SIM U L A T IO N
4.1 D efin itions and A nalysis
In  m ost of the  cases when the  em pirical d a ta  is not available, a random ized sim u­
lation m ay be applied to  ex tract estim ates for the values one seeks.
In C hap ter 2 . Bayes' theorem  was in troduced  to  find th e  p robab ility  of a m al­
functioning voxel for a given set of test outcom es. In  C h ap te r 3, it was discussed 
th a t a priori probabilities are needed to estim ate the  conditional probabilities of 
lesion. In this chapter. M onte Carlo Sim ulations are in troduced  in order to provide 
some inform ation  relating underlying p robab ility -o f-les ion -d is tribu tions  of patien ts 
seeking neurological exam inations and  the ir subsequent te s t outcom es. The M onte 
Carlo S im ulation is a com monly used technique for analyzing com plex, s ta tis tica l 
problem s. A brief definition and  relevant term inology abou t sim ulations is given in 
A ppendix  B.
As a  first step, a portion of the  anatom ical s tru c tu re  of the nervous system , the  
b rainstem , is subdivided into 20  subsections (left and rig h t sides for 10  perpendicu lar 
to  the long axis of the brainstem ). This gives a to ta l of 50 voxels for each subsection. 
T he elem entary  p a r t  of the s tru c tu re  is the  volume elem ent, or voxel, v.  For each
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voxel v.  some relevant factors will be in troduced , m ainly the  M alfunction  Factor 
M  =  M { v )  as the num ber of involvem ents of voxel v in pathw ays of probable 
m alfunction  and  th e  Function Factor F  =  F( v )  as the  num ber of involvem ents of 
voxel v in pathw ays of probable function, each pathw ay being associated  w ith  an 
observed te st outcom e. The N et-M alfunction  Factor, N M F  =  N M F ( v )  is defined 
as the  difference betw een the M alfunction Factor ( M)  and Function  F ac to r (F ), i.e.. 
N M F  — M  — F  for a given voxel or pathw ay, etc.. Therefore th e  N et-M alfunction 
Factor will appropria te ly  include b o th  th e  M alfunction and  F unction  Factors in  its 
s tru c tu re  and  it is possible to say th a t th e  positive factors will in d ica te  the  locations 
of p robable m alfunction whereas the negative factors will ind ica te  th e  locations of 
p robable function. In  th is respect the N et-M alfunction Factor will have the following 
values.
f >  0 if M  > F
N M F  =  i = 0  if M  =  F
I <  0 if M  < F
On the basis of these intervals, it is possible to  assign the  following param eters  to
a set of N et-M alfunction Factors in a  given region s.
F, = y '  negative N M F  in s Land M s =  Y ' positive N M F  in s
Then it is possible to  visualize a rela tion  between Fa and M ,  as shown: Fs is the
horizontal coordinate: M s is the vertical coordinate in a s ta n d a rd  C artesian  plane.
M,
We then  pose a function  for com parison of M ,  and F,  m agn itudes as: tan  0 = -~r
F j
and 0 <  tan<? <  oo, or 0 < 9 < W 2. T here are some regions of in te re s t, nam ed as 
follows:
0 < 9 < dk Function Region
Ok < 6 < 0i Am biguous Region
0i < 0 < 7t / 2  M alfunction Region
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M,
Figure 4.1: F„ and  M ,  to  generate 6 
The rela tion  M ,  =  ( t an^ ) F ,  can be shown explicitly as follows;
(rox -r m 2 -------- - m m) =  ( t a n 0 ) ( /i  -  f 2  ---------- / / )
(where th e  m ,‘s are the positive N et-M alfunction Factors in  the cu rren t subsection, 
and  the f j ' s  are negative N et-M alfunction Factors in the  cu rren t subsection). If 
only the  ith  voxel is taken into account, th en  the rela tion  betw een th is  voxel and 
the M alfunction Factors and Function Factors is as follows:
m,- =  ( tan 0)\ ( f1 -r / 2  ---------- f } )\ -  ( m l -  m 2 -r  m m ) (4.1)
' 1    "■ 1 ■ 1 1 *
except m,
th a t is
m,- =  (tan^)F, — M,i (4.2)
where j\f4l =  (m j 4- m 2 -*-••• — m m ). F rom  Fig. 4.1 above it can be seen th a t the 
except rrii
relation betw een M tl and  F„ will be given as,
M,  i =  ( t a n ^ i ) F j
therefore th e  Eq. 4.2 will be w ritten  as follows;
77i,- =  ( tan  6 )F,  — (tan  6 i )F„
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and using trigonom etric  identities the equation  can be w ritten  as follows;
sinffl -  0 i )
m i = ----- 2------------------------------------------------------(4 -3 )COS 0  COS Pj
To see th e  behav io r of this function, the first and  the second derivatives of m* will 
be taken  w ith  respect to 9: and 9X will be tak en  as a param eter. T he resu lt of th e  
first derivative will yield the following;
drrii 2
—— =  F,  sec 9 
d,6
which shows th a t  it is positive and thus m,- is a  m onotone increasing function. The 
second derivative will be equal to
d2n%i „  sin 9 
= 2F.
d92 cos2 9
which will be g rea ter then  zero as long as 9 is in  the first q u ad ran t. It shows th a t  th e  
graph  of m,- is concave up for 0 <  6 < 90° and  is concave down for 90° < 6  < 180° 
and 90° will be th e  point of inflection for th e  graph  of m,- as a function of 9. F rom  
Eq. 4.3 th e  following is derived.
sin(# — 9i) = —r  cos 9 cos 0-L 
F,
and
I 1
cos 9 =
^ l - r ( ^ - f t a n ^ ) 2 
The graph  of Eq. 4.3 is shown in F igure 4.2
R eferring to  Fig. 4.1. it is also possible to  w rite;
(0
Figure  4.2: R elation between m,- versus 6 . (Eq.  4.3)
thus.
d_
d9
M.
i .
which can be w ritten  as.
M,  1
or
L L
F.
= V ~d 6  M,
Assume th a t d6  ^  8  — 9\. then there  is an  alternative  approach  to estim ate the  
change in M ,  for a  sm all change in  9 and it is also possible to observe the relation 
between 8 and  8 i for the  given values of m,- and  F,.  For exam ple, if m,- =  0, then 
cos# =  cosdi ,  th e  45° diagonal on the 8 versus 8 \ g raph . O verall the relation 
between 8  and  8X is used to m ap ou t the regions shown in Fig. 4.3. In this figure. 
M =  M alfunction. A =  Ambiguous and  F =  Function, are the  regions th a t are defined 
above.
The Involvem ent F acto r will be defined as I 3 = y M ?  — F ‘ . Since the Involvem ent 
Factor is a m easure of confidence in the estim ates of 9 and  it is expected th a t 
larger values of I ,  should  yield sm aller values of (8 — #i),  which is indeed the case.
R epresentation  of boundaries between ranges of m alfunction , am biguity and 
function, m ay be chosen in accordance w ith  th e  m agn itude  of “Involvem ent” to
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Figure 4.3: Regions of F u n c tio n , A m biguity, and M alfunction  
reduce p rem a tu re  in te rp re ta tions.
4.2 S im u lation
For the actual sim ulation  the  following probab ility  model is conjectured
T, ■ M,
P. = c.
V. ■ I .
(4.4)
where c, is a ca lib ra tion  factor, T„ is the to ta l num ber of the tests  applied  in the 
subsection. I'* is th e  to ta l num ber of voxels in the subsection. M s is defined as 
the to ta l num ber of positive N et-M alfunction  factors and I ,  is the  Involvem ent
factor, defined as I ,  =  \ JMJ F f ,  where F,  is the to ta l num ber of negative N et- 
M alfunction factors. The variable P,  denotes the probability  of m alfunction for 
the subsection. This m odel is chosen since it encapsulates the  linear relationship  
between P,  and  M„.  Furtherm ore, it allows the constant of p ropo rtiona lity  to 
incorporate  im p o rta n t a ttr ib u tes , such as the  num ber of tests  applied , the  num ber of 
im plicated voxels, and  a  m easure of involvem ent. For each subsection th e  calibration 
factor will differ, always com puted to  generate a P,  function which satisfies all of the
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axioms of p robability . Thus it depends upon  th e  a priori definition of th e  probability  
sam ple space and  the  density function. Knowing the probability  d is trib u tio n  of 
the subsection it will then be possible to  find the probabilities of m alfunction for 
individual voxels.
4.2.1 E x a m p le
In th is subsection , for given d a ta - th e  in form ation  obtained  from  a variety  of m ed­
ical tex tbooks [ l6 ],[8 ]-abou t the d is tr ib u tio n  of lesions in the b ra in stem  area  for 
Friedreich’s Ataxia  will be presented and  used to  com pute a theoretical calibration 
factor w hich will then  serve for com parison w ith  the  results of a M onte Carlo sim ­
ulation  th a t focuses upon a typical neurological exam ination for a p a tien t suffering 
from  F riedreich’s A taxia. The d is trib u tio n  of lesions for Motor Decussat ion  of the 
b rainstem  is shown in Fig. 4.4.
In the  sim ulation  process, the ran d o m  num bers are generated to  correspond to 
a  norm al density  function, since in th is case the population at large consists of 
patien ts w ith  neurological diseases, specifically Friedreich’s A taxia.
Recalling the  rule of “three sigm as” , one can assert th a t for a norm al density 
p(rV.
f  p ( x ) dx  =  0.997 (4.5)
J a —3<r
In Eq. 4.5, a is the  m ean and a is th e  s tan d a rd  deviation of the norm al density 
p(x) .  Let (a ', b') be an a rb itra ry  in terval contained in [a, 6] ( that  is a <  a'.b'  < b). 
T he p robab ility  th a t  a random  variable „Y lies in  the interval {a'.b1) is equal to  the 
integral
P ^ a '  < X  < b' j^ = J  p(x)dx  (4.6)
Using th is re la tion  together w ith  equation  4.5, one can say th a t
p ( { a  -  3<t) <  Ar <  (a  4- 3<r)) =  0.997 (4.7)
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Figure 4.4: D is tribu tion  of positive net-m alfunction  factors in brainstem  section 
through m otor decussation for Friedreich 's A taxia
alm ost unity  _29h In  the sim ulation, the  m ean of the norm al density is zero and  it 
is desired to cap tu re  an interval of leng th  6<7 for a random  num ber range of —1 to 
1.
The norm al density  d istribu tion  w ith  the corresponding random  num ber in te r­
vals for the  increm entation  factors of M alfunctioning and Functioning are shown in 
Fig. 4.5.
For each ran d o m  num ber generated , depending  on which target of A. B, C, the 
random  num ber h its , the  m alfunction fac to r of the voxels assum ed to be malfunc-
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T-1 -2/3 -W 0 V3 2/3 1
Figure 4.5: Norm al D ensity D istribu tion  w ith a =  0 and a =  1
tioning are increm en ted  by (0.67.0 .95.0 .97) and  the function  factor of the voxels 
assumed to  be functioning  are increm ented  by (0 .33.0.05.0.03) respectively. This 
is done for th e  en tire  section for all the voxels im plicated  by test outcom es. Then it 
is possible to  ca lcu la te  the positive N et-M alfunction factor (.1/,) and the negative 
N et-M alfunction fac to r \F , ). and the  Involvem ent factor (I , ) .  W ith  a given a priori 
p robability  for th is specific section to  m alfunction, it will then  be possible to find 
the calib ration  facto r for the section. Fig. 4.6 is p lo tted  from  the  results of the 
sim ulation for th e  M otor Decussation section of the b ra in  stem .
These figures are generated by using the  real and sim ulated calibration fac­
tors which are genera ted  in the sim ulation. It is also possible to consider small 
subsections of th e  section under study, and  to then estim ate  the probabilities of 
m alfunction for these subsections. This will be discussed in  the next chapter. F i­
nally. the  following tab le  is presented to illustratively  com pare the calibration factor 
estim ates for the  real d a ta  and for th e  sim ulated  data . It is possible to  say th a t, if 
the b ra in stem  section under consideration possesses a ra th e r  dense lesion d istribu ­
tion. then  the  values of the theoretical and  sim ulated calib ration  factors will hardly  
differ: bu t if the lesion is diffused, this lack of geom etrical connectivity creates a 
sometimes sizable gap in  calibration factor estim ation .
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Figure 4.6: Sim ulated distribution  of positive ne t-m alfunc tion  factors in brainstem  
section th ro u sh  m otor decussation for Friedreich's A taxia
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1 Sec. R e a l  D a ta -C , S im u la tio n -C , ! %  E r r o r  ;
1 3.3391582 3.39130 % 1.534 ,
2 2.9230769 2.92307 % 0.0 j
3 1.6969697 1.69697 % 0.0
4 2.0121212 2.01212 % 0.0
5 1.6727272 1.67272 % 0.0
6 1.7043333 1.50000 % 11.98
7 0.9272727 0.92727 % 0.0 ;
8 1.4716008 1.47027 % 0.09 ,
9 1.7396416 1.62285 % 6.71
10 3.4244444 1.47368 % 56.96
Table 4.1: C om parison of R eal and Sim ulated C alib ration  Factors
T be level of accuracy in this sim ulation is m easured by com puting  a percent 
error. T he extend to  which the  underly ing  probability  d is tr ib u tio n  is disceretlv 
approx im ated  will effect the precision of the  sim ulation. For increased accuracy, 
we m ay approxim ate the  underly ing  continuos probability  density  by a discrete 
h istogram  w ith  fragm ent intervals which are smaller. This in conjunction  w ith an 
increase in the num ber of tria ls for the  sim ulation would generate a desired level of 
accuracy.
D etails of the sim ulation are available in  th e  next chap ter and  th e  flowchart for 
the sim ulation is presented on th e  following pages.
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For each test outcome 
involved for the voxel
Choose the section 
to be analyzed
For each voxel 
of the section 
do following
The Monte Carlo 
Simulation
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Generate the first 
random number 
1 = 1 + 1, RND(I)
R N D { I )
or
R N D ( I )
R N D ( I )
yl{v)  = M(v)  i- 0.95 
F{v) = F(v) — 0.05
M(v)  = M(v)  — 0.68 
F(v) = F(v) -  0.32
yes
M (v)  = M{v)  + 0.99 
F(v) = F(v)  + 0.01
get the next 
voxel
get th e  n e x t 
te s t  o u tco m e
/  =  /-*- 1, RND fl)
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Calculate: 
P , - V , .  I,
Find the total number of 
tests and voxels involved 
in the section
For each voxel find 
NMF. M , , F ,  
and
I,  = V X 2 -  F}
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4.3 C onclusions
This chapter focuses upon sim ulation  strateg ies to  associate posterio r probabili­
ties of lesion, for a  given anatom ical region, w ith  an  underly ing  p a tien t population 
possessing dem ographic and epidem iological a ttr ib u te s  in conjunction  w ith a predis­
position to certain  neurological te s t outcom es. This sim ulation  lays th e  groundwork 
for the developm ent of a lib rary  of posterio r lesion p robab ility  s ta tem en ts  which may 
be associated to  popula tions which possess certain  neurological diseases. In order to 
create this library , one m ust expand  upon th e  neurological in fo rm ation  base as well 
as develop techniques for lesion localization for diseases which are characterized by 
a diffused and  disconnected set of lesions.
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C hapter 5 
D E S C R IP T IV E  ST A T IST IC S  
F O R  T H E  SIM U L A T IO N
D escriptive m easures which ind icate  w here the center or m ost typ ical value of 
a d a ta  set lies are called Measures o f  Central Tendency , often m ost sim ply referred 
to  as averages [33]. In the  following discussion, some m easures of cen tra l tendency, 
(the m ode, the m edian and  the m ean) and  variation will be discussed in rela tion  
to  the  p robab ility  m odels posed for im plem enting  CALOND system  d a ta  in lesion 
p robability  estim ation .
O ur goal: Devise a m ethod  for “zeroing in ” on troublesom e subregions (i.e., 
locate regions w ith  high probability  of lesion -and  focus upon  th e  centers of such 
regions as crucial voxels for lesion localization).
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5.1 M odal d iscu ssion  o f  a linear p rob ab ility  d en ­
sity  m odel
T he m o d e  of a d a ta  set is defined to  be th e  d a ta  value or values th a t occur m ost 
frequently. A d a ta  set can have m ore th a n  one m ode. In  our m odel, the  m ode is 
defined as the m axim um  of the  sum  of the  positive net m alfunction factors. T he 
re la ted  calculations are shown below.
C onsider the  probability  model of Eq. 4.4:
P.  =  csy — M!  — ■ (5.1)
V. yJM* -  F?
where P s =  P {L es io n  in  R , / Q , }  is th e  p robab ility  of having a lesion in  region R„ 
for a  given set of test outcomes-<5a, c, is the  calibration fac tor , M ,  is th e  sum  of all 
th e  positive net m alfunction factors in  region R „ F„ is th e  absolute sum  of the  all 
negative net m alfunction factors involved in  R 3. The Involvem ent facto r is defined 
as I ,  = y / M f  ~ F f .  T,  is defined as th e  to ta l num ber of test outcom es involved
in  th e  region and  F, is the to ta l num ber of voxels involved in th e  region. As an
exam ple, a section (iJs) with re la ted  net m alfunction  factors, is shown in  Fig. 5.1.
P,  the initial probability  of lesion, for R , , is ob ta ined  as an  estim ate  from  a 
physician. Knowing Ps, it is possible to ob ta in  th e  corresponding calib ra tion  factor: 
th a t is
( j .
T . - M ,  (
T he discrete probability  of m alfunction for any subset of a  fundam ental set of voxels 
can be m odeled as follows:
f { M )  = k M  (5.3)
for th a t subset (which could be a voxel or a set of voxels). For the  in itia l region th e  
p robab ility  of M alfunction is f s( M )  =  ksM  w here 0 <  M  < M ,\  and  w ith  th e  in itia l 
condition =  k , M , ,  where k,  is defined as th e  inverse malfunction constant.
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In th is  m odel f ,  =  P, therefore k,  — P , / M , .  A linear p robab ility  function m odel 
is p lausib le because of the direct p ro p o rtio n a lity  re la tion  which exists between the  
sum  of th e  positive N et-M alfunction F actors and  the  overall p robab ility  of lesion 
for a given subset of voxels under consideration .
_
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Figure 5.1: An exam ple of a section R ,  w ith  a d is trib u tio n  of net m alfunction 
factors. Enclosed w ith dashed lines is a subregion R \ ,  also shown in Fig. 5.2
C onsider the  subregion R \ ,  th a t is C R , .  The p robab ility  of having a lesion 
in R \  given the  sam e set of test outcom es as in  R „ will be defined as.
P {L e s io n  i n  R \ / Q ,}  =  P\ =  k i M i (5.4)
or
Pi =  Ci
Ti M ,
Ky / Mf +F*
(5.5)
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Assum ing, th e  sam e sequence of random  num bers, b u t excluding tests  th a t do 
not im pact upon R x, one can m ake the  following conditional p robab ility  sta tem ent:
P { L e s i o n  in  R x/ Q , }  =  P { L e s i o n  in  R x/ Q x in  i2j} (5-6)
W hat this will m ean  is th a t Px = k , M x, hence, ka = k x — • •• =  kn . Therefore as 
new subregions are taken  in to  account th e  new ca lib ra tion  facto r m ay be calculated 
as follows;
kn ^  n  In , r m, \
cn = ----- = --------  ( 5 . / )
n
where n  is the  cu rren t identification num ber of th e  subregion u n d er study. In 
general, it is possible to  say th a t the  slope of the  linear density  function  rem ains 
constant and w hat changes is th e  calibration  facto r for each subregion under anal­
ysis.
Let us display th e  com puter sim ulated resu lts  for th e  above p rocess-in  the figures 
shown, the Net M alfunction Factors w ith  0 values are no t ind icated  even though 
they were counted as entities for the voxels taken  in to  accoun t-. Assum ing th a t 
the initial p robab ility  of lesion w ith in  th e  whole space is P,  =  1, an d  identifying
the sim ulation resu lts  as: M a =  ‘23, F, =  0 ,1 , =  23. V, =  16, T,  =  41; then  the
calibration factor, c ,, and  inverse m alfunction facto r k,  are calculated as follows:
P,  ■ V, ■ I ,
C> = ~T ,  M ,  =  0 ‘3902439’
and
k,  =  P J M ,  = 1 /23 =  0.0434783.
The first subregion is chosen such th a t its  center will be located  a t the voxel 
exhibiting the  m axim um  net m alfunction facto r, as show n in  Fig 5.2.
For the subregion, the num ber of voxels and  th e  num ber of tests  will change 
and  they are calculated as follows, Vx = 7 ,  !Z\ =  29. Since th e  inverse m alfunction 
constant is a fixed value, i.e., k s = kx, the p robab ility  of lesion for th e  new subregion
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Figure 5.2: Sub-reg ion  R x of region R ,  of Fig. 5.1. Enclosed w ith  dashed lines is a 
sub-reg ion  R 2, also displayed in  F ig. 5.3
can be calculated as follows:
Pi =  k x - M x =  k 3 ■ M x =  ^ -1 7  =  0.7391304.
As seen above, the to ta l net m alfunction  factor for this subregion is calcu la ted  as 
Mi =  17.
T he calibration factor. ca for th e  subregion is calculated as
k . - V i ■ h
c j =
Tx
i.e.,
(1 /2 3 )-  7 -17 
cj =  ^ ^ --------=  0.1784108
T he dim ension of th e  new subregion will be half of the  previous subregion an d , 
again, th e  voxel w ith th e  m axim um  net m alfunction factor is chosen as the center 
of th e  new subregion. T he Fig. 5.3 will show th is new subregion.
W ith  the same approach  as before, th e  p robability  of lesion and  th e  calib ra tion
5 3 3
4
3 l “ li i
2
i i 
1 1
1 X
1 2 3
Figure 5.3: Sub-region R 2 of sub -reg ion  R \  of Fig. 5.2. Enclosed w ith  dashed lines
is a  sub -reg ion  R 3, which in tu rn , conatins a voxel (Region f?4) w ith  M  =  4.
facto r for th is sm aller subregion are  found to  be
Pn =  k,  • M 2 = — 10 =  0.4347826 
23
and
c2 =  k ‘ -  =  0.1242236 
-*2
where V2 =  4 ,T 2 = 14 and J2 =  10.
A th ird  subregion contains a to ta l of 2 voxels and  11 tests. Therefore, the
calcu la tion  is
P3 = k,  ■ M 3 =  ^ 4  =  0.173913
and
c3 =  =  0.0316206
Finally, the voxel w ith the  m ax im um  net m alfunction factor is defined as th e  
new subregion, w ith V4 = 1 ,T 4 =  8 an d  M 4 =  4. T he following values are ob ta ined  
for P4 an d  c4,
Pa =  - U  =  0.173913,
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— • 1 • 4 
c4 =  -a =  0.0217391
8
Table 5.1 displays all the slope and  ca lib ra tion  factors determ ined for th e  se­
quence of subregions outlined in  the  preceding discussion.
Pn M n kn ...... "" '
P0 =  1.0
00II£ k0 =  1 /23 c0 =  0.3902439
Px =  0.7391304 II H-1 -J k x =  1/23 cx =  0.1784108
P2 =  0.4347826
or—1IIS k 2 =  1 /23 c2 =  0.1242236
P 3 =  0.173913 M 3 — 4 k3 =  1 /23 c3 =  0.0316206
P4 =  0.173913 M 4 =  4 kA =  1/23 c4 =  0.0217391
Table 5.1: Lesion Probabilities and C alib ra tion  Factors for region and  sub-reg ions 
of Figures 5.1-3.
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5.2 T he M ean  as th e  “C en ter o f  L esion”
The m e a n  of a  d a ta  set is defined as the  sum  of th e  d a ta  elem ents divided by the  
num ber of pieces of data .
In th e  following exam ple the  m ean and  th e  variance of the  whole region is cal­
culated by using th e  relative m alfunction frequency in  th e  region.
T he region used is shown in Fig. 5.1. In  th is case, th e  to ta l positive net m al­
function factor is, M ,  =  23, as it was calculated before.
F irst th e  m ean of th e  x  and y  distances are  calcu la ted  as follows;
Ms =
My —
2 - 1  — 3 - 1  — 5 - 2  +  2 - 2 H ------- 1-3*4
8 , 2 - i - 9 - l - r o >4-j- i • 3 -f- • • • +  9 • 2
• =  3.4782609 ~  3.
23
• ~  =  7.3913044 =  7. 
23
To find th e  variance, th e  following definition is used,
V ar(x) =  J 2 ( X  -  fix )2f ( x )  and  V ar(y) =  £ ( ?  -  fiy)2f ( y )
t=i i=i
where fix and  fiy are the  m eans of the  locations X an d  Y as calculated  above, 
and f { x )  — f ( y )  =  M v/ M ,  is the relative frequency of occurrence for each voxel 
involved.
Defining;
R M F =  R elative M alfunction Frequency =  M v/ M ,  =  f { x )  = f ( y )  
y  =  the  Y d istance of a voxel from  th e  origin
fiy = M ean of the distance in the  y-direction
V (y ) =  V ariance of th e  distance in the y-direction.
Table 5.2 shows th e  results of the  calculations.
From  Table 5.2, th e  Variances of y  and  x  are calcu la ted  as V a r(y )  =  37.478262/23 
=  1.6294896, V a r(x )  =  19.739131/23 =  0.8582231, an d  th e  s tan d a rd  deviations
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Voxel 
X  Y
RM F { X  -  Mx) W - f t y ) (A' -  y x )2R M F (V  -  y y)2R M F
2 8 2/23 -1.4782609 0.6086957 4.3705104 0.0322183
2 9 1/23 -1.4782609 1.6086957 2.1852552 0.1125175
3 5 4/23 -0.4782609 -2.3913044 0.9149338 0.9944933
3 7 3/23 -0.4782609 -0.3913044 0.6862005 0.0199721
3 8 2/23 -0.4782609 0.6086957 0.4574467 0.0322183
3 9 1/23 -0.4782609 1.6086957 0.2287335 0.1125175
4 7 3/23 0.5217391 -0.3913044 0.8166352 0.0199721
4 8 3/23 0.5217391 0.6086957 0.8166352 0.0483275
5 8 2/23 1.5217391 0.6086957 4.63133799 0.0322183
5 9 52/23 1.5217391 1.6086957 4.63133799 0.2250349
Table 5.2: C om putation  of V ariance for E xam ple of Sub-R egions of F igure 5.1.
will be, s.dy =  1.2765146 and s.dx =  0.9264033 respectively.
T he center voxel is chosen w ith  X  =  3 and  Y  =  7 and  th e  sim ilar calculations 
are done as before. F igure 5.4 shows th e  subregion, th e  voxels involved in  the  region, 
and  th e  tab le  displaying the resu lts of th e  calculations done for th is subregion. In 
th is case, the means of y  and x  are found to be fiyi =  2.8125 and fiXl =  2.125.
' Y
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Figure 5.4: The sub -reg ion  of region show n in  Fig. 5.1.
T he variances are V a r(p )  =  0.5273438, V ar(a ;) =  0.671875 and th e  s tan d ard
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Voxel 
X  Y
RM F H=L1 ( Y - H y ) { X  - / i x)2R M F {Y  -  yby)2R M F
1 2 3/16 -1.125 -0.8125 0.2373047 0.1237793
2 3 2/16 -0.125 0.1875 0.0029297 0.0043945
1 4 1/16 -1.125 1.1875 0.1582031 0.0881348
2 2 3/16 0.125 -0.8125 0.0029297 0.1237793
3 3 3/16 0.875 0.1875 0.0957031 0.0065918
1 3 2/16 -1.125 0.1875 0.0791016 0.0043945
3 4 2/16 0.875 1.1875 0.0957031 0.1762695
Table 5.3: C om putation  of V ariance for sub-reg ion  of Fig. 5.4.
deviations are s.dy =  0.7261844 and  s.dx =  0.8196798. For the  subregion th e  sum  
of th e  positive net malfunction factors is M \  =  16. T hus, we converge to  the center 
of lesion a t X  =  2 and Y  =  2 w ith  M  =  3.
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5.3 D iscu ssion  on th e  m ed ian  o f a linear p roba­
b ility  d ensity  m od el
T he m e d ia n  of a  d a ta  set is defined as th e  d a ta  value exactly  in  th e  m iddle of 
its  o rdered  list if the  num ber of pieces of d a ta  is odd , or it is th e  average of the  
two m iddle item s if the  num ber of pieces of d a ta  is even. The region used in  th is 
discussion is shown in Fig. 5.1.
To find th e  m edian , the X  and  Y  d istances are ranked in an  increasing  order 
w ith  th e ir  respective relative m alfunction frequencies.
A I 2g 29 3s 37 3g 39 47 4b 5s 09
y__________ i 8 7 ________9j _________ 0 3 __________ ? 3 __________ 8 3 __________ 9 3 __________ T 4 __________ 8 4 __________ 8 5 __________ 9s
R M F | 2 /23  1/23 4/23 3/23 3 /2 3  1 /23  3 /23  3/23 2 /23  2 /23
where 2s is X  — 2 and  Y  = 8, th a t is th e  loca tion  of a voxel. F rom  the  frequency 
d istrib u tio n  above, the  m edian of X will be  X  =  3 and  the  m edian  for Y will be 
Y  =  8. This voxel would be used as the  cen ter for any subsequent subregions to  be 
chosen in th e  upcom ing steps. In the  following tab les, th e  resu lts of th e  calculations 
will be sum m arized, which is the ap p ro p ria te  com pactification of previous R M F 
d istribu tion .
Voxel 
X  Y
R M F (A  -  X ) ( Y - Y ) \ ( X - X ) \ f ( x ) ' ( Y - Y ) \ f { y )
2 5 3 /23 -1 -3 0.1304348 0.5217391
3 7 10/23 0 -1 0 0.2608696
4 8 6 /23 1 0 0.2608696 0
5 9 4 /23 2 1 0.3478261 0.173913
Table 5.4: C om putation  of the average deviations for region of Fig. 5.1.
T he sum  of th e  entries in the last colum ns are  the  average deviations  for x  and  
y,  which are  17/23 =  0.739 and 22/23 =  0.9565, respectively. W h at th is m eans is 
th a t,  th e  boundaries of the new subregion can  be defined w ith its  cen ter located  at 
X  =  2 and  Y  =  2, which is shown below.
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F igure 5.5: The subregion R i  w ith  Net M alfunction Factors 
W ith  the sam e approach  as before, th e  X  and  Y  distances are ranked as
X  i 12 | I 3 2i | 22 23 ! 3a 32 ■ m e d (x )  =  2
Y  i 2j | 3a i 2 ! 2 , 32 i  I 3 23 1 m ed(y )  =  2
R M F i 2 /15  | 1/15 3/15 | 2/15 1 /15  j 3 /15 3 /15  |
which gives th e  m edian  of X  as 2, and th e  m edian  of Y  as 2. T hus, we converge 
to the  center of lesion: ( X , T )  =  (2,2) for which th e  ne t-m alfu n c tio n  facto r is 
M{  2,2) =  2.
5.4 C onclusions
This chap ter focuses upon  a variety of cen tra liza tion  techniques in  order to  “zero 
in" on regions w ith  high probabilities of lesion. T his h in ts at th e  possible exis­
tence of w hat will be referred to  as a “center of lesion” , a concept here explored 
from a sim ulation  perspective which will be carefully pu rsued  from  a  determ inistic  
s tandpo in t in C h ap te r 6.
It is known th a t:
a) if x m is th e  m ode of the  d a ta  set {x1? —  , i ^ }  th e n  x =  xm minimizes
N  r
f r eq (x i )  — f r e q ( x )
b) if xm is th e  arithm etic  m ean of th e  d a ta  set {x i, • • •, x ^ }  th en  x =  xm m ini-
]T
t=i l
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mazes
N  r 
1 = 1
f i
c) if x m is the  m edian  of the  d a ta  set {a^, • • • , aijv} th en  x  =  x m m inim izes
N
E
t=i
Xi  — X f i
For these reasons, one selects a m easure of cen tra l tendency ap p ro p ria te  to 
the  needs of the problem . We have considered all of these th ree m easures in  our 
discussion and chose to  use the arithm etic  m ean in th e  sim ulation  because a  m ajo r 
concern for us was to  weigh all large N et-M alfunction  F actors heavily in  th e  process 
of subregion determ ination .
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C hapter 6 
A  LO G ISTIC  M O D E L
6.1 In troduction
We now pursue a determ inistic approach  to  the  p roblem  of lesion localization. This 
determ in istic  modelling may be enhanced in to  a stochastic analysis w hen coupled 
w ith  a M onte Carlo Sim ulation.
We intuitively observe th a t th e  d is tribu tion  of lesion p robab ility  as a function  
of the  overall sum  of the positive net m alfunction factors { M)  m ust possess certa in  
trends: bo th  asym ptotic and re la ting  to the  curvature of th e  g raph . We in tu itively  
recognize th a t as M  — 0 the d is trib u tio n  of lesion p robab ility  approaches 0 and  as 
M  — oo the  d istribu tion  of lesion p robability  approaches to  1 (for the  universe).
How th is d istribu tion  progresses as M  increases from  0 to  oc is also im p o rtan t. 
We believe th a t it m ust be m onotone increasing. We are also concerned w ith  its 
ra te  of increase. If it increases gradually  then  the  underly ing  disease associated  
w ith this probability  of lesion d istrib u tio n  does not have critical values of M .  If it 
increases dram atically, for some relatively sm all increase in  M , th e n  the  underly ing  
neurological disease associated w ith  this p articu la r p robab ility  of lesion d is trib u tio n  
possesses the  characteristic of exhibiting  d ram atic , critical changes a t some po in t 
afte r its  onset.
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W h eth er or no t th is dram atic change in  lesion p robab ility  exists is determ ined  
by th e  disease and  patient a ttr ib u tes  (genetic.environm ental and  sym ptom atic). 
This tendencj' for dram atic  increase in p robab ility  of lesion represents a  critical 
case for neurologists th a t w arrants fu rth er study. O ur approach  will be algebraic, 
p robab ilis tic  and  will make extensive use of the  calculus. In essence, we need to 
explore a  technique for associating p a tien t and  disease a ttr ib u te s  to  critical increase 
in p robab ility  of lesion. In order to  accom plish our ta sk  we m ust:
(1 ) pose a m odel (discussed in Section 6.2);
(2 ) ju s tify  its  appropriateness (discussed in  Section 6.2);
(3 ) s tu d y  how certa in  param eters in  the  m odel affect its  g raph  (discussed in Section
6.4):
(4 ) associate  these param eters w ith  p a tien t and  disease a ttr ib u te s  (discussed in
Section 6.5 and  6.5.3);
(5 ) focus upon th e  case in which a  critical jum p  in lesion p robab ility  occurs (dis­
cussed in  Section 6.6);
(6 ) e s tim ate  the size of the lesion p robab ility  jum p in  term s of th e  pa tien t and
disease a ttr ib u te  param eters (discussed in  Section 6.6.1);
(7 ) associate  this overall jum p in lesion p robab ility  w ith  its  causative criteria: i.e.,
locate  an  im pulse (or im pulses) of lesion which genera te  this critica l ju m p  in 
lesion probability , (discussed in  Section 6.8).
We ask th e  reader to  bear w ith  us in  th e  following m a them atica l developm ent 
w hich will provide us with insight in to  the  above concern.
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6.2 Ju stifica tion  For M od el S e lection
The m odel chosen is given as:
P  = ----------------
1 -|- B e ~ aM
which can be show n graphically as follows,
F igure 6.1: Logistic Sigm oid M odel
This m odel is p lausible because it contains in trin sic  and  necessary p a tte rn s  in 
the ra te  of change of P  w ith respect to  M  (i.e.. th e  slope of the  tangen t to  the  
curve).
These p a tte rn s  are clear by inspection of th e  curve 's convexity. Since one m ay
ItiB
observe th a t,  for 0 <  M  < ----- . one has P "  > 0 ind ica ting  th a t the curve is concave
a
up, it is evident th a t  P '  is an increasing function  (i.e., th e  tangen t to  the curve is
becoming increasingly more vertical as M  moves to  th e  righ t). T here is a change 
ItlB
when M  = ------ . T his point is an inflection point  because P"  changes sign (from
a
InB InB
positive values w hen M  < -----  to negative values w hen M  > ------). T hus, for
a  a
InB
a  ^  — Max. of th e  U niverse ^  00
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it is clear th a t since P "  is negative, and  hence, P'  is a  decreasing function (i.e., the 
tangen t to  the curve is approaching  a horizontal line). It is clear th a t,  despite P  
being a m onotone increasing  function of M  (w ith P '  always positive for M  >  0), 
the asym ptotic tren d s  of th e  curve agree w ith  ap p ro p ria te  expectations, since P  
increases a t the  different ra tes which are dem onstra ted  above.
O bserve th a t P  =  >1(1 — JBe“aAf)"1 is a  solution to  th e  following In itia l Value 
Problem :
I n i t i a l  V a lu e  P r o b le m
D erivative C ondition
d P ( P \ (  P \
(6.1)—  =  P'  =  a A I — (1 -  —
d M \ A J \  A J
In itia l Value
m  = ° - p - 1 - b
w here P  =  P ( M )  for M  >  0.
Let us study  th is  ra te  of change condition in Eq. 6.1.
As P  — 0, P '  —■ 0. Also, as P  — A . P 1 — 0. T hus, the curve approaches 
horizontal asym pto tes as P  — 0 and  P  —>• A,  since it approaches these values bu t 
never assum es them .
Also observe th a t  P  and  P'  are well defined for all values of M .  T he function 
P  is bounded, and  in  fact th e  derivative is bounded since, first of all.
Q. > °n and  0 <  P  < A  => P '  >  0
A  >  U
and fu rth er, by deriv ing all possible inflection points (as shown below), the slope of 
the  tan g en t,P',  achieves its  m axim um  value for P  =  A / 2  (or M  =  ( I n B) / a ) .  By 
com putation , we see th is  value to be,
P  =  0
Figure 6.2: The A sym ptotes of the Sigmoid Function
6.3 P o in ts o f Inflection: A  D iscu ssion
if
then
P"  =  a A
p p ,  p ,  p p <
and for P"  =  0 one gets,
.42 .4 A 2 J
pi  o P P '
.4 .42
A  • P'  ■ [A -  2P] =  0
T hus, the possible inflection poin ts will be listed as follows;
A  = 0 ■ P'  = 0 A / 2  =  P
Trivial case This occurs for 
P  =  0 or A.
P  =  0 always 1 (see below)*
P  = A / 2  
for M  = I n B / a
’ (T he curve never reaches these values because it approaches th em  asy m p to ti­
cally).
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P oin t of Inflection
A
P  =  0
( I n B ) j a M
Figure 6.3: Points of Inflection of the Sigmoid Function
6.4 V ariations in P aram etric  V alues
Given.
w ith
and
P  = 1 +  B e ~ aM 
P i)
P" = a P ' 1 -
.4 /2 .
By inspection  of th e  function and derivative rela tionships we see th a t.
(i) A is prim arily  a param eter th a t determ ines the  spread  of the  plot.
Since one can w rite P'  =  a F ( l  — P / A ) ,  we see th a t A  prim arily  regula tes when 
the asym pto tic  tren d  P'  —■ 0 is achieved.
(ii) In  th e  way in which B  is p resen t in  th e  equation  for P , large values of B  
always cause the  function P  — P ( M )  to  have d rastic  convexity.
(iii)  Clearly, a  very large produces d im inished convexity beyond all effects of 
B.  However a  very small produces a  curve w hich approaches a linear tren d  (This
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large a  
small B
small a  
large B
Figure 6.4: A sym ptotic trends of th e  Sigm oid Function
is clear since
P "  = aP'[ \  -  P / ( A / 2 ) \
is very sm all for ct very small which m eans th a t  the  convexity is very s m a l l ) .
T h a t is.
P" ^  0 
=• P'  ~  constan t
=> P  ~  linear
W hich values of A,  B .  a  yield a sequence of m odels which reflect certa in  expecta­
tions of neurologists ? A general statem ent w ould be: T he function is m ore realistic 
for a  sm all, no t too  sm all; B  large, not too large; w ith  A  serving as a  m axim um  p ro b ­
ability  of lesion which defines the overall sp read  of the  lesion p robab ility  d is tribu tion . 
From  the  tria l runs a ttach ed  it can be seen th a t  a  =  0.2, Po =  0.9, A  =  1, B  — 33.03 
produce a very p lausib le  model.
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6.5 E xam ples
In  the following, the  sigm oid logistic m odel has been analyzed  for different values 
of the param eters involved in  th e  m odel. The m odel is given as follows:
P  = ---------------
1 +  Be~ aM
For this m odel, B  is defined as;
B - r  i l l  1  
> ) ' /
where c is the  calibration factor  which is calculated from  th e  a priori p robability  
conditions of the  section under study; T  is the to ta l num ber of tests  applied in 
the section; and V  is th e  to ta l num ber of voxels involved in  th e  section. I  is the
involvem ent factor taken  as I  =  \ / M 2 -f- P 2; and M  is defined as th e  sum  of positive 
net m alfunction factors in  th e  section under study. In th e  p re lim inary  calculations, 
.4, which is the m axim um  lesion probability, is set to  unity .
In Table 6.11, we list, for different values of a  and  .4, the  subsequent lesion 
probabilities for app rop ria te  subregions.
The a ttached  graphs are in  two sets. Each graph depicts the  P robab ility  of lesion 
versus the Positive Net M alfunction Factor. In one set of g raphs, the m axim um  
lesion probability  is held constan t and  the param eter a  is varied accordingly. In 
the  o ther set, for a fixed p aram eter a,  the  m axim um  lesion p robab ility  is allowed 
to varv.
^ h e  region used is the left half o f Section (71 namely voxels 7 0 0 , . . . ,  704; 7 10 , . . . ,  714, 790___   794
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M P  a  = 0.1 ! P  a  =  0.2 : P  a  = 0.25 P  a =  0.5 HJ P II p OO
0 0.0060765 i 0.0003364 7.8958E-05 5.6E-08 9.3353E-12
8 0.0134236 j 0.001664 5.8312E-04 3.0596E-06 5.6E-09
10 0.0163471 0.0024803 9.6103E-04 8.3167E-06 2.78E-08
15 0.0266689 0.0067137 3.3464E-03 1.0131E-04 1.5304E-06
20 0.0432219 0.018042 1.1583E-02 1.2328E-03 8.2949E-05
25 0.0693173 0.047567 3.9297E-02 1.4919E-02 4.5088E-03
29 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1
0 0.0135692 0.00075633 1.7751E-04 1.2161E-07 2.1005E-11
8 0.0368572 0.0037349 1.3102E-03 6.8839E-06 1.26E-08
10 0.0446531 0.0055617 2.1583E-03 1.8712E-05 6.26E-08
15 0.0580693 0.014975 7.4928E-03 2.2791E-04 3.4434E-06
20 0.0922644 0.039685 2.5673E-02 2.7695E-03 1.8662E-04
25 0.1435277 0.10099 8.4224E-02 3.2726E-02 1.0088E-02
29 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2
0 0.05211536 3.0195E-03 6.9589E-04 5.043E-07 8.4019E-11
8 0.1090968 1.4779E-02 5.2236E-03 2.7535E-05 5.06E-08
10 0.1301085 2.1889E-02 8.5831E-03 7.4845E-05 2.505E-07
15 0.1978161 5.7347E-02 2.8759E-02 9.1103E-04 1.3773E-05
20 0.2890505 0.14189 9.5407E-02 1.0987E-02 7.4605E-04
25 0.4013123 0.301 0.2651 0.11996 3.9166E-02
29 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5
0 | 0.3311972 2.6535E-02 6.3553E-03 4.5263E-06 7.5614E-11
8 0.524287 0.11895 ! 4.5127E-02 2.4704E-04 4.551E-07
10 0.5737639 0.16765 7.2285E-02 6.7132E-04 2.2541E-06
15 0.6893805 0.3538 0.2138 8.1173E-03 1.2394E-04
20 j 0.7853675 0.59811 1 0.48698 4.066E-02 5.3467E-03
25 0.8578108 0.8018 0.76815 0.55022 0.26S39
29 0.9 0.9 1 0.9 0.9 0.9
Table 6.1: T he list of lesion p robabilities vs M  for different values of a  and  A.
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T he values of Table 6.1 are p lo tted  in  F igures 6 .5-6 .9 , they  are graphs of
p  = — w — g1 -f- B e ~ aM
w ith M  on the horizontal axis, and  P  on th e  vertical axis. Four curves are shown 
on each page; individual curves for .4 values of: 0.1, 0.2, 0.5 and  0.9. The p lo ts on 
each page have a fixed a  value.
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Figure 6.5: P robab ility  vs N et-M alfunction F acto r for a  =  0.1
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Figure 6.6: P robability  vs N et-M alfunction F acto r for a. =  0.20
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Figure 6.7: Probability  vs N et-M alfunction Factor for a  =  0.25
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Figure 6.8: Probability  vs N et-M alfunction F actor for a  =  0.50
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Figure 6.9: Probability  vs N et-M alfunction  F ac to r for a  =  0.80
i i
6.5.1 T rends in  th e  overa ll d istr ib u tio n  o f  lesion  p rob ab ility  
e ffec ted  by th e  p aram eter  a
We observe th a t,  as expected, large values of a  (say, a  — 0.80) produce a family 
of curves th a t experience ex trem e convexity. T here is evidence of a critical value 
for M  which, w hen a tta in ed , causes the  lesion p robab ility  to  rap id ly  jum p from  a 
very small to  a  very large value. This ju m p  is, of course, p roportional to A.  As 
a  decreases, and  reaches a value of 0.50, one begins to  see traces of our desired 
schem atic in  an  apparen t change of convexity visible for large values of A.
Let us allow a  to  decrease fu rth er. We see th a t (for la rger values of A)  an a  value 
of 0.20 produces a curve reflecting our expecta tions-since  sm all changes in value of 
M  should not p roduce d rastically  different lesion p robab ilities. Even sm aller values 
of a  produce a fam ily of curves th a t approach  linearity  w ith  a jum p near M  =  0.
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The values of Table 6.1 are p lo tted  in  F igures 6.10-6.13. they  are g raphs of
P  = ------- ---------
1 +  B e ~ aM
w ith M  on th e  ho rizon tal axis and  P  on th e  vertical axis. Five curves are shown on 
each page; ind iv idual curves for a  values of 0.1 0.2, 0.25, 0.50 and  0.80. The plots 
on each page have a fixed A  value.
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Figure 6.10: Probability vs N et-M alfunction Factor for A  =  0.10
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Figure 6.11: Probability vs N et-M alfunction  Facto r for A  =  0.20
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Figure 6.12: P robability vs N et-M alfunction  Factor for .4 =  0.50
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6.5 .2  T rends in  th e  overall d is tr ib u tio n  o f  lesion  probability- 
effected  by th e  p aram eter , A
The desirable convexity trends for
P  = ----------------
1 +  B e ~ aM
are apparen t for larger values of A , (A  =  0.90), and a  in  the  range of 0.1 <  a  <  0.5 
The family of curves generated  for fixed A  values where A  <  0.5 do not reflect the  
convexity changes which we seek.
6.5 .3  S ign ificance o f  th e  resu lts  on th e  variation  o f  para­
m etric  values
O ur m otivation in  pursu ing  a com parison of th e  logistic model curves for different 
values of a  and A  is based upon  some in tu itive  understand ing  of th e  g raph ical 
charateristics of th e  overall p robability  of lesion as a function of M  ( M  being the  
aggregate of all positive net m alfunction facto rs). E xaggerated convexity w hich is 
a tta in ed  for a  la rge , indicates the  presence of a critical value for .1/ a t which a
* S ’ *
large jum p in lesion p robab ility  occurs; th is  m ay be considered a th resho ld  value 
which, when a tta ined , leads to an alm ost certa in  presence of lesion. W hen convexity 
changes are alm ost absent (i.e.. a  small 1 th e  overall lesion p robab ility  is alm ost 
linear-the re  is no presence of a th reshold  value, which suggests we should  tu rn  to  the  
concept of a m alfunction angle 0. as discussed in  C hap ter 4, to locate the  tran s itio n  
point for M  (i.e., the  M  values for which one crosses from  the “am biguous” to  the  
“m alfunction” regions).
The m ore speculative case is for m odera te  convexity in which a  is m idrange 
(say, 0.2 < a  <  0.8); we see th a t the inflection po in t represents th e  M* value 
(M*  =  I n B / a )  which, when a tta in ed , indicates th a t the  overall lesion p robab ility  is 
increasing rapidly  ra th e r  th a n  slowly as before. This M*  is som ew hat of a th resho ld  
and it should represent to  the neurologist, m aking use of th is m odel, th a t M  > M*
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represents en try  in to  a cautious region in  w hich th e  overall lesion p robab ility  m ay 
rapidly  escalate w ith  fu tu re  m alfunction te s t outcom es.
Sm all values of A  correspond to  neurological exam inations focusing on an a to m ­
ical regions or diseases w ith a m inim al overall lesion probability. No th resho ld  is 
apparen t since th e re  is little  range for p robab ility  fluctuations.
T he severity of th e  n a tu re  and outcom e of a  neurological exam ination m ay be 
p artia lly  viewed in  te rm s of the chosen value of A  as shown below.
SUB. MODERATE CRITICAL SUP.
I 1--------------------------------1--------------------1------- h—•
0 0.1 0.5 0.9 1
Figure 6.14: .4 values and corresponding  level of severity
where. SUB=SUBCRITICAL. and SUP=SUPERCRITICAL respectively.
In actuality , fu tu re  research m ay focus upon  associating a set of values for th e  
triad  (a .  B .  .4) w ith  all acquired personal d a ta  for the  patien t undergoing th e  
exam ination as well as the  p rim ary  svm ptom alogy which is present (suggestive of a 
specific disease). T his association process would involve extensive M onte Carlo sim ­
ulation in  conjunction which significant expansion of th e  neurological in fo rm ation  
database.
T he physician would then  be able to  identify  a ,  B  and  A  for th e  p a tien t he is 
about to  fu rther exam ine and actually  see from  the  plot of P ( M ) versus M ,  the  
presence or absence of th reshold  values p resen ting  regions of lethality, as well as the  
overall lim iting value of probability  of lesion.
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6.6 Step F u n ction  A pproach
In this section, th e  sigm oid logistic model will be viewed as a  step function generated 
by lesion impulses.  I t was observed th a t exaggerated  convexity in the  logistic m odel 
(i.e., a  large) produces d rastic  change in the P "  p o la rity  (from  positive to  negative). 
Recall th a t,
P "  = a A EL
. A
2 P P '
A 2
and assum e M  is in  th e  neighborhood of th e  inflection poin t: P  =  A / 2  for M  = 
I n B / a .  For P  A j 2, th e  curve possesses exaggerated  convexity in the  following 
cases: a t least one of th e  following are large: a.  A ,  P ' / A ,  1 — 2 P /A \  while the 
other rem aining th ree  quan tities are not very sm all.
Consider the  following figure.
In B  .4
M
Figure 6.15: E xaggerated  convexity of the  Sigm oid Function 
The original function is given as:
P  =
1 -r B e ~ a M
IxiB
Here Mi  is in  a 8 neighborhood o f  ,
a
I ‘ InB
\Mi —
a
< S for 6 > 0, sm all
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Suppose,
or
then
or
In B
M i    ei =  very small.
a
, ,  , In BM i  = ei H--------
a
P i 1 -r S e ~ “ 'ei +ln B / a )
1 -f B e~ at' e~lnB 1 -r e~atl 
It is clear th a t
1 - q  large allows iPi — A/21  to  be large, which is necessary for exaggerated  convexity.
2 - A  large also allows extrem e convexity sim ply because A / 2  and  A  are very far 
ap art iff A  is large.
3 - Consider P ' / A .  P ' / A  is large iff we are in  a neighborhood of I n B / A  (which is 
indeed the case!) and  th e n  it m ay be estim ated  as follows:
— ( l ) ( - l )
T
T-GXsM
4 - ^1 — 2P/A^j is sm all in  a neighborhood of th e  inflection point and  hence only 
very large values of a. a n d /o r  A  can produce a large P " (M 1) if is very small; 
bu t it is, never the  less, possible to  give appropria te  a  and  A  (lower bounds) for 
which any pre specified P "  value will be a tta in ed  w ithin  an £i neighborhood of the 
inflection point.
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6.6.1 E stim ation of change in lesion probability for large a
A  P
A M M
Figure 6.16: Changes in  M and P
Let Q be the change in  the  probability ,
Change in vertical d irection  =  Q = A P  
C hange in horizontal d irection =  26 = A M
Q represents th e  change in th e  p robab ility  for some A M .
A  A
Pi — P\ = Q =
B ut M 2 = M i  +  26.
P2 -  Pi = Q =
A A
1 -i. B e ~ aiMi+2S) 1 -r  B e~ aMl
A fter some sim plifications
Q =
Let i  =  l r   ^ then
A B e ~ aMl 1 -  e~2a£
(1 t  B e ~aM«) 1 -i- (Be~aM' )e~2aS
Q =  A -r
( £ - ! ) • ( ! -  e~2aS)
£ • ( ! + ( £  — l ) e ~2a£)
T hen, if we let
E  =
x  — 1
and F = £
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we have
Q =
.4(1 -  e~2a£)
E  +  F e ~ 2ai
It is clear th a t E  and  F  are functions of o : b u t, they  are independent of 6 and. 
for th e  m om ent, ou r goal is to  find an es tim ate  of Q as a  function of 8.
Allowing e~2a£ to  be approxim ated  by th e  first 3 term s of its  Taylor Series 
(e~2a£ ~  1 — 2a8  -f 2a 262) we find
A(2a6  -  2 a 282)
Q
and for 6 very sm all
bu t, since
and
we m ay estim ate
for q large.
Thus
E  + F  — 2 a 6  — 2 a 282 
2 A a 8
Q = E - h F
,aMi
E  = - 1
F =  l i B e — ClM\
E  +  F  by
-a Mi
o
Q
2.4a^ 2 A B a 6
eaMi
B
_  2 eaMi _  2B
i.e., our estim ate of Q is governed by the p ropo rtionality
2 A B a
< ? * ( -
.eaMl -+■ 2 B .
Q represents the ju m p  in lesion p robab ility  for a  8 neighborhood betw een M x and  
M 2. If M i is chosen to  be M x =  I n B / a ,  th en
^  2A B a r 2 .
Q ~ ~ J J ~ 6 = gOlatf
is our estim ate for th e  lesion probability  increase.
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6.7 M om en ts
6.7 .1  D efin itio n s
F irst consider th e  following definitions[311.
T he M om ent genera ting  function:
M X (Q) = £ ( e 0a:)  =  e3xf ( x ) d x
T he double sided Laplace transform :
F( s )  =  £{ /(< )}  =  r  e - l f ( t ) d t
J —  OO
The following p roperties of th e  M oment G enerating  function  will be employed:
M x {& =  0) =  1 
d M x
<20■(© =  0) =  /*
« , n  n v 2 , 0_ , O  =  0 ) = „
[ Please note th a t M X (Q)  exits and is well defined if f ( x )  is a probability  density  
function: th e  Laplace tran sfo rm  of a probability  density  function is also well defined 
since these density  functions are piecewise continuous and  of exponential order (i.e.. 
the}’- can be bounded by an exponential w ith linear argum ent).]
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6.7 .2  M om en t g en er a tin g  fu n ction  for le s io n  p rob ab ility  d en ­
sity
Now recall our p robab ility  d is tr ib u tio n
»  “  T ~ S ^  =  p { x  £  *>
as lim F fa:) = .4  =  1 for th e  universe, and it is less th a n  one for subregions of the
x —* 0 0
universe. We observe th a t th e  density  function which generates th is d istribu tion  is
ABote~at ,
/ W = ( l + i 9 e - ' ‘ f° r  - ° ° < t < c o
where A = 1 for the  universe. In  add ition , we require
r  nt)dt = i
J  —00
and indeed
rx A B a e ~ at , /  .4 \
hm  /     77zdt =  hm  ( -----------   ) =  .4 =  1o^o J_00 ( i  — B e ~ at)2 x~'°° V1 -r B e ~ ax J
Hence we m ay consider a double sided Laplace Transform ,
£{/ (<)>=r  e- 57 (* )^J —oo
analogous to the M om ent G enerating  function.
M X (Q) = I "  e@xf ( x ) d x
J —oo
Laplace Transform s exist for functions of exponential o rder which are piecewise 
continuous on the real line. T hus we see tha t;
C{ f ( t ) }  = F( s )  and  M x ( f ( x ) )  = M ( Q )
so we associate
F { - s )  = M ( Q )  or F{s)  = M ( - Q )
In  order to  generate i l / ( 0 )  for our lesion probability  d is trib u tio n  we m ust com pute
/ oo roo 4  a'lxe f ( x ) d x  = I ------- - d x’ J-oo{\  + B e ~ ax)2
and this result m ay be used to  find fA and  cr2 for our lesion p robab ility  d istribution .
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6 .7 .3  M otiva tion
The distribution for lesion probability, P ( M ) =  A / (  1 -r B e ~aM), may be 
viewed as the moment  generating func tion of a lesion impulse density 
fo ra ,  large, (i.e., P ( M ) is almost a step function).
Consider the concept of ” cen ter of lesion” equivalent to  an  im pulse. W hen the  
lesion p robability  d istribu tion  function  comes in contact w ith  th is location  (center 
of lesion-identified by M* value) th e  p robab ility  jum ps from  (£1) to  (1 — £2) w ithin 
a 26 interval.
Inflection Point
M*  LC enter of Lesion]
F igure 6.17: C enter of Lesion
A Laplace transform  operates on an  im pulse function to  generate  a step function 
as its end product. T he following re la tion  will be explored using the  Laplace T rans­
form properties: if a p robab ility  of lesion d istribution  can be m odeled by a step 
function, then  the  inverse Laplace T ransform  of this d is tr ib u tio n , if it exists, may 
approach an im pulse (or sequence of im pulses) which m ay be considered causative 
(from  a neurologist’s perspective). Hence, one may infer th e  presence of a lesion at 
such a location, and  one m ay refer to  th e  center of the  im pulse region as a center 
of lesion. Thus,
£{Im pulse function} =  £ { £ -1 {.F(M )}} =  F ( M )  =  S tep Function
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where
F ( M )  =  ^  B e - aM =  £ { Im pulse Function}
Hence
Im pulse Function — C~l j   ^ ^  _aM
The explicit so lution of this Inverse Laplace T ransform  is shown in  section 6.7.
6.7.4 Observation
Given X ,  a  ran d o m  variable, S S x ,  its corresponding  sam ple space, and  f { x ) ,  its 
corresponding continuous p robability  density  function , th e n  the m om ent generating 
function is found by evaluating
M X { Q ) =  [  e@xf ( x ) d x
JSSxI 
which becomes
M * ( 0 ) =  r  e@xf(x)dx+ [° e@xf(x)dx 
JO J — oo
if S S X = (—0 0 . oo). If we then  let u = —x we have.
\fx{9)= f° e-@uf{-u)du^ H  e~Quf{-u)du =  H  e~@uf{-u)du
J — 00 J o  J  —  00
Thus if we viewed th is final expression as depicting som e m om ent generating func­
tion we could conceptualize —u =  X  as a random  variable and  5 5 _ u =  ( — 0 0 . oc) 
as the new sam ple space and
M.■_„(©) =  [°° e~@uf (  — u)du  
J —00
or
M _ u( © ) =  [ °  e~@uf ( - u ) d u  -r f °°  e~@uf ( —u)du  
J —00 J 0
Now if we let / (  — u) =  g(u)  then ,
M _u(0 )  =  £ {p (u )}  
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F urtherm ore , if g(u)  is the  density  function for the lesion im pulses, which are de­
picted  as generating our step function , then
M_u(0)
A nd thus we may com pute n  and  cr  for the  im pulse density  function  using the  
p roperties in section 6.6.1. T h a t is.
^ T - w ,  d r A  
ds ^  =  Is  ^  = ~ds Ll -r Be~aa. i*=0
d
1 ~P ^  as
A B a
and since
then .
=o ( 1 - 5 ) ^
d M . - u
d& ©=o =  d
A B a
d (1 + B ) 2
is the centroid for the lesion Im pulse density function. 
T he variance will be calcu la ted  as follows:
d2P(s )
ds2 .3=0
=  fl~ -4- O"
We find
and hence elim inating n 2
d~  "T —
A B a 2(B  -  I] 
( 1 - 5 ) 3
A B a 2( B 2 - A B - 1 )  
(1 + B ) 4
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6 .7 .5  Series E xpansion  o f  £ { g ( u ) }
We wish to find the  density for th e  lesion im pulse(s). This is fac ilita ted  by a power 
series expansion of P ( M) .
T he m odel is given as follows;
A
P =  ~ r, «  1 +  B e ~ aM
Recalling the  geom etric series theorem :
N
( 6.2)
P ( M ) =  lim  V . 4 ( - l ) *
jV~°°fc=o
Be~ aM
provided th a t th e  following convergence condition  holds:
(6.3)
!B e ~ aM\ < 1
i  I
Let us explore this convergence condition . If P0 is a value of P ( M )  for which 
we have convergence then we require;
A
Po =
where
B  0 =
1 +  B 0e~aMo 
T0 • c0
V0 • Jo
If we set .4 =  1 (as we do for the  sam ple space)
(6.4)
(6.5)
1 -r B 0e~aMo = A  = 1
hence
B 0e - a A f o  __ 1 -  Po
and since we require iSo^ aM°| <  1, we th en  find
: ( i - p 0)i _  . i  „ „  _
<— 5— : <  i  =* o <  Po < iI Src\ ! a-
or, in  general, 4  < Po < -4 and. hence, I n B / a  < M 0 < oo.
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Furthermore using Eq. 6.5
To • cp _  1 — Pp ^aMn
V o  • Io Po
or
Co =
V'o • Jp • (1 — Po)eaM° 
To- Po
( 6 .6 )
w here j(l — P0) /P 0j <  1. No o ther requ irem ents on V0,ToMo or M 0 are p resen t. 
C learly, from  our plots in section 6.4, curves w ith  A  > 0.5 possess the desired 
convexity changes which m ay for some values of th e  p aram eter produce curves 
which m odel a step function.
For a given region w ith known values of P 0. M 0 and  a  (for which A / 2  < Po < -4) 
one can find B 0 and  subsequently, c0. In ad d ition , we can verify th a t.
^  < Po < 1 for .4 =  1
1 1
1 ~  B Qe - aM° K 1
2 >  1 -f- B 0e~aM<> > 1
or
1 > B 0e~aM° >  0
Hence, it is im p o rtan t to  check th a t
eaMo > Bo > 0
for any estim ation of P 0 using a num erical a lgorithm .
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6.8 Solv ing for th e  lesion  im p u lse  d en sity  func­
tion
Recall th a t the  density function for lesion im pulses can be  ob ta ined  by
A' - i
1 +  B e ~ a3
using our power series expansion. 
Since
i ^ o )  =
A
1 -i- B e - ° 30
we can w rite
A' A
F ( s 0) =  lim  V  A ( - B e ~ a30)k for ^  <  F ( s 0) < .4
A’ —* 0 0 k=0
where a  > 0. B  is positive and  real. We m ay w rite explicitly  and  in  general.
F(s )  = A 1 _  B e~ ai 4- B 2e~2c“ -  B ne~nc“ for s = so
Recall th a t F ( s ) =  .4 (i.e., a step  function) and app ly ing  the  following Laplace 
T ransform  property.
F ( s ) e - “S ~
one ob ta ins
/ ( f )  =  .4[<5(t) -  B6(t  -  a)  -f B 26{t - 2 a )  -r B n6{t -  n a )  ■
or
/(<) =  y ^ ( - l ) n*4Rn<5(t -  na).
n = 0
which represents a sequence of lesion im pulses th a t reflect the  sudden  increase in 
lesion p robability  as depicted by our step function.
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In the following figures, the function F (s ) ,  and the Laplace Inverse of F (s) ,  tha t 
is f ( t ) ,  are shown respectively.
A
F (s)
Figure 6.18: T he Step Function F (s)
t /(*)
t ,
- a  0 a 2a 3a  4a *
r
Figure 6.19: The Sequence of Lesion Im pulses
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C hapter 7 
C O N C L U SIO N S
7.1 Sum m ary
This thesis explored th e  localization of lesions in  the hum an nervous system  based 
on observed test outcom es. F irs t, we addressed  the  issue of p robab ility  of lesion 
and tu rn ed  to a  Bayesian m odel as a technique for using a priori in fo rm ation  to 
estim ate posterior probabilities of lesion based  on test outcom es. T he Bayesian 
model was presented, w ith all its  shortcom ings, and hence we were led to  explore 
certain  m ethods and alternative  m odels to  deal w ith the sparsity  of d a ta  and  a 
lim ited neurological inform ation base.
After a brief in troduction , in  th e  F irs t C h ap te r, the  lite ra tu re  survey was in te r­
posed focusing on papers and books dealing w ith  relevant topics from  1959 to  1989. 
C hap ter 2 was devoted to  a Bayesian fo rm ulation  of the  CALOND. Eq. 2.8 of this 
chapter was the fundam ental equation  used for our prelim inary  studies. T he p u r­
pose was to find the  estim ate of a  lesion p robab ility  a t a certain  voxel for a  given set 
of observed test outcom es. B ut th e  need to be able to  estim ate certain  param eters 
of the fundam ental equation was th e  m ain  problem . For exam ple, it was not feasible 
to  ob ta in  the a priori p robab ility  estim ates for the  presence of a lesion a t a  certain
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voxel. Recall th a t ,  there  are 1000 voxels, as defined in th is model.
O bserving th e  linear relation of th e  p a ram eters  of th e  fundam ental equation, it 
was possible to apply  a Regression A nalysis, which in tu rn  helped us to derive a 
functional re la tion  between the unknow n probab ility  estim ates. Initially, a linear 
first o rder m odel (w ith  a physician 's experience factor taken in to  account) was 
in troduced . T he lack of da ta  was a  m a jo r draw back which led us to  sim ulation.
In C h ap te r 4, T he M onte Carlo s im ulation  was in troduced: first the  functional 
rela tion  betw een th e  positive net-m alfunction  factor and  negative net-m alfunction  
factors were presented. Then, a  new p rob ab ility  m odel was defined as:
p  = C  A i M :
1 5 V  ■ I* 3 ■‘■3
where, c, was defined as the C alibration  fac to r and  I ,  was defined as the  Involvem ent 
factor. O n the basis of this model, for a specific case-F ried re id rs  A tax ia -th e  sim u­
la tion resu lts  showed th a t the calib ration  facto rs hardly  differ if the given b ra instem  
section contains a ra th e r dense lesion d is trib u tio n , and if the  d is tribu tion  contains 
lack of geom etrical connectivity, then  th e re  was a notable difference between the 
real and  sim ulated  calibration factors.
T he descrip tive statistics of th e  sim ulation  were studied  in C hap ter 5. T he 
m ode, m ean  and  the  m edian were discussed in  relation to  the p robab ility  m odel 
posed for CA LO ND. since they served as th e  basis for subregion determ ination  in 
our sim ulation.
T he Logistic Sigmoid Model was in tro d u ced  in  C hap ter 6. T he m odel was 
defined as:
1 -  B ,e ~ aM‘
and th e  re la tion  between this m odel w ith  th e  linear one was depicted in th e  value
U nder these assum ptions, the  p lots of the  p ro b ab ility  of lesion versus the Positive 
N et-M alfunction Factor, for different values of a  and  P 3, were com pared and  it 
was shown th a t 0.1 <  a  <  0.5 and  A  >  0.5 provide th e  expected convexity of 
the curves in our m odel. In the  last p o rtion  of th is  C hap ter, a severely convex 
logistic sigmoid m odel, i.e., a step  function -like  approach , was analyzed. I t was 
shown th a t,  the d is tribu tion  for lesion probability , P ( M )  =  A / (  1 4- B e ' aM), m ay 
be viewed as the m om ent generating  function of a lesion im pulse density, which for 
large a  approaches a step  function. Using tran sfo rm  m ethods a sequence of lesion 
im pulses, which generated  this large ju m p  in  lesion probab ility , was derived.
7.2 C onclusions
From the  preceding sum m ary, we focus upon  some salien t conclusions:
1. M odelling a p red ic to r p robab ility  d is tr ib u tio n  to  localize neurological lesions 
m ay take a variety of approaches and  fo rm u la tions-from  stric tly  em pirical 
es tim atio n -to  random ized sim ulation of p a tien t and  disease a ttr ib u te s - to  m ore 
determ inistic  perspectives which identify  a classical case (such as logistic sig­
moid nonlinearity) and then  param eterize it to app rop ria te ly  reflect true  char­
acteristics of the  in itia l problem  under study.
2. C om puter aided m edical diagnosis, which m akes use of the CALOND database , 
m ust find a m edium  th rough  which th e  physician  m ay associate an underly ­
ing p robability  of lesion d is tribu tion  w ith  th e  p a tie n t curren tly  undergoing a 
neurological exam ination. This connective m edium  m ust consolidate p a tien t 
a ttr ib u tes  and  sym ptom ology (in th e  form  of neurological test outcom es) and  
apply this a priori inform ation  to  a  synthesizing process which produces a 
posterior p robability  of lesion d is trib u tio n . T he groundw ork for th is synthesis 
has been laid in the  following discussions.
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a )  T he in itia l step  in th e  generation  of a posterio r lesion p robab ility  dis­
tr ib u tio n  involves th e  app lication  of B ayes; T heorem . An appropria te  
s ta tis tica l process has been identified to estim ate  posterio r probabilities: 
regression analysis. This process is inheren tly  com patib le w ith our goals 
because of the  existing linearity  m andated  by B ayesr Theorem .
b ) A p rim ary  con tribu tion  m ade by th is  thesis is th e  subsequent identification
of app ro p ria te  linear and  n o n -lin ea r models w hich incorpora te  personal 
and sym ptom atic  a ttr ib u te s  of a pa tien t undergoing  a neurological ex­
am ination  in to  the B ayesian (i.e., conditional: based upon  all available 
h istoric inform ation) fram ew ork.
c) R andom ized sim ulation is applied  to  ex tract an  estim ate  of the  true  under­
lying p robability  of lesion in cases where em pirical d a ta  cannot be feasibly 
obta ined . This sim ulation associates underly ing  p a tien t a ttr ib u tes  w ith 
neurological test outcom es to  p roduce posterio r lesion probabilities.
d ) Techniques for converging upon  anatom ical subregions which contain the
centroid of a lesion (or set of lesions) are p resen ted  and  com pared by 
way of a sim ulation for a specific exam ple. In add ition , overall descrip­
tive sta tis tics  of net m alfunction  factors are used to  set guidelines for 
identifying anatom ical regions of function, m alfunction  and  am biguity.
e) T he th ru s t of this work has been to  consolidate and  in terre la te  geom etrical.
algebraic, sta tis tica l, and  probab ilistic  elem ents of C A LO N D -w hich ex­
ists as a  database  in  the  form  of pathw ays of function  or m a lfunction -and  
to use this in terrela tedness to  best localize neurological lesions.
f) T he concept and po ten tia l existence of ne t-m alfu n c tio n  facto r threshold
values were explored. These th resho ld  values ind icate  levels of criticalitv  
present in  the  neurological exam ination  and  are understood  to reflect a 
certain  “risk” value which exists for pa tien ts  w ith  the  specific set of per-
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sonal and  sym ptom atic  a ttr ib u te s  which produce those values of certa in  
param eters in the "a t-r isk "  in tervals
3. This thesis lays the groundw ork for som e useful and  much needed fu tu re  re ­
search as presented in th e  following section.
7.3 Suggestions for F uture R esearch
T he au tho r believes th a t, the  work done in th is thesis was indeed a very sm all 
un it of possible research topics which would be app rop ria te  follow up studies. T he 
following are areas for po ten tia l fu tu re  research:
• Use the results of the CAT Scanning or N M R  in com bination w ith  CA LO ND .
to find the probable lesion locations.
• Expand CALOND to layout the p ic tu res of the  section under s tu d y -ev en  
though the colored sections are p repared , they have yet to  be used.
• Develop a user friendly, m arketab le  p ro d u c t.
• Explore neurological diseases which possess a p robability  d is trib u tio n  which 
approaches a step function and  identify  the  th resho ld  value for M  (i.e.. the 
inflection point).
• Associate specific values of a. B .  A  to certain  diseases using non linear regres­
sion analysis.
• Explore additional techniques for th e  determ ina tion  of subsequent subregions 
in  the M onte Carlo S im ulation, o ther th a n  the  m easures of cen tra lity  used  in 
this thesis. This would aid  in the analysis of lesions th a t are no t spatia lly  
connected.
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• E xplore differing underlying p a tien t popu la tion  d istribu tions, such as Bernoulli, 
G am m a, Poisson, Cauchy, etc., to  characterize the role of individual hum an  
a ttr ib u te s  and  how they rela te  to neurological test outcom es.
• E xplore neurological exam ination p rocedures and  isolate an appropria te  order 
for te s t app lica tion  based on some in itia l selective criteria.
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C hapter 8 
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A p p en d ix  A  
B rain stem
The following material is excerpted from  “ H um an and Physiology-Structure and 
Function" by D. S. Luciano, et. a t ,  McGraw Hill, Second Ed.. 1983.
B rainstem  is literally  the  s ta lk  of th e  b rain , th rough  which passes all the  nerve 
fibers th a t relay signals of afferent in p u t and efferent o u tp u t between th e  spinal 
cord and  higher b ra in  centers. In add ition , the b ra in stem  contains the cell bodies 
of neurons whose axons go ou t to  th e  periphery  to  innerva te  the  muscles and glands 
of the  head, the heart, and th e  sm ooth  muscles and  glands of m ost thoracic and  
abdom inal viscera. The b ra in stem  also receives m any afferent fibers from  th e  head 
and visceral cavities via the cran ia l nerves. In con trast to  the  d istinct w hite and 
gray areas of the spinal cord, th e  tra c ts  and nuclei of the  brains are interm ingled.
The m e d u lla  o b lo n g a ta  is th e  section of the b ra in stem  continuous w ith  the  
spinal cord below and the pons above. Its junction  w ith  th e  cord reflects a g radual 
change from  the external tra c ts  and  in te rn a l colum ns of nuclei th a t exits a t the  
upper levels of the  cord. Efferent axons em erging from  the  m edulla via cranial 
nerves V III, IX, X, XI, and X II contro l areas of m ou th , th ro a t, neck, th roax , and  
abdom en.
The p o n s  is b o th  wider and  th icker then  the  m edulla and  is easily d istinguished 
by a  band  of fibers running  across its  ventra l surface. These fibers converge a t each 
side of the  pons in to  bundles called th e  m id d le  c e r e b e l la r  p e d u n c le s ,  one of
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the th ree pairs of fiber bundles th a t carry  inform ation  between the b rainstem  and 
cerebellum . The afferent and efferent com ponents of cranial nerves V, VI, and  VII 
connecting w ith the  pons are from  th e  head.
The m id b r a in  is a relatively short p a rt of the  brainstem  and is som ew hat 
constricted in com parison w ith the pons. It is traversed  by a huge num ber of axons 
th a t contribu te to the  corticospinal and  spinocortical pathw ays. It contains m ajo r 
nuclei associated w ith eye m ovem ents and  hearing.
R unning th rough  th e  entire b ra instem  is a core of tissue called the r e t i c u la r  
fo rm a t io n ,  which is com posed of a diffuse collection of sm all, m any branched neu­
rons. The neurons of the  reticular form ation receive and  in tegrate  inform ation from  
m any afferent pathw ays as well as from  m any o ther regions of the brain . Some 
reticu lar form ation neurons are assem bled together, form ing certain  of the  b ra in ­
stem  nuclei and "centers", such as th e  cardiovascular, respiratory , swallowing, and 
vom iting centers. The ou tpu t of the  re ticu lar form ation  can be divided function­
ally in to  descending and ascending system s. The descending com ponents influence 
efferent neurons in the  cranial and spinal nerves and  frequently afferent neurons as 
well; the ascending com ponents affect such things as wakefulness and the direction 
of a tten tion  to  specific events. ;10]
A .l  D efin ition  o f se lected  neurological term s
a f fe re n t p a th w a y : The com ponents of a reflex arc th a t transm its inform ation from  
a receptor to an in tegrating  center: any pathw ay th a t  conveys inform ation tow ard 
the central nervous system  (or tow ard the  b rain).
c o r t ic o s p in a l  p a th w a y : A descending m otor pathw ay  th a t has its nerve cell bodies 
of origin in the  cerebral cortex; the axons pass w ithou t synapsing to the region of 
the m otor neurons; also called pyramidal tract.
e ffe re n t p a th w a y : T h a t com ponent of a reflex arc th a t  transm its inform ation
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from th e  in teg ra tin g  center to  the  effector; any pathw ay  th a t conveys in form ation  
out of th e  cen tra l nervous system  (or away from  the  b ra in  w ith in  the  central nervous 
system ).
v e n t r a l  r o o t :  A group of efferent fibers th a t leaves th e  left and  right side of th e  
region of th e  spinal cord th a t faces the front of the  body, 
v is c e ra : T he organs in the  thoracic and  abdom inal cavities
i
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A p p en d ix  B
A  R egression  A nalysis M o d el
The following material is excerpted from “ Applied Regression Analysis'", by N. 
R. Draper and H. Smith, Wiley and Sons, 1988.
For any system  of which variable quantities change, it is possible to  exam ine the 
functional relations betw een variables. Often these functional re la tions m ight be too 
com plicated to handle or describe in simple way. B u t it is possible to  approxim ate 
these relationships by some sim ple m athem atical function . T hen , it will be possible 
to  learn  m ore ab o u t these variables. In this research, a linear re la tion  in unknow n 
p aram eters  is assum ed. These unknown param eters are es tim ated  under certain  
o ther assum ptions w ith  th e  aid of the  available data . In  th is  case it is the construc­
tion of a fitted  s tra igh t line w ith  the pairs of observations (Ari , ), ■ • ■ , (Arn. Yn ) and
the m odel is linear, first-order, given as;
Y  =  3o +  A. -I- €
where X  is the  given d a ta . Y  is the  corresponding observation , e is the increm ent 
by which any ind iv idual Y  m ay fall off the  regression line, or sim ply the  error, do 
and d i are called the  parameters of the m odel. The estim ates of these param eters, 
b0 and  can be find as follows:
Y  = b0 +  b ,X  
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w here Y  is the  pred ic ted  value of Y  for a  given X . For an  estim ation  Least Squares 
p rocedure will be applied th a t is:
s  = y > 2 = J 2 W  — p o  —
i=l i=l
which shows the  sum  of the  squares of deviations from  the  tru e  line. A fter cer­
ta in  steps of m athem atical calculations the  following will be derived for bx and  b0 
respectively;
E ( X , - - X ) ( K - X )
1 y.{Xi - x )2
bo =  Y  -  h X
Knowing bi and b0. it will be possible to find the confidence in terval for 3i and  60- 
Let ^ (A 'i — X ) Y  =  F ^ ( X ,  — X ) =  0, than  the equation  for bi will be as follows:
_ H(X, -  X)Yj  
1 £ ( X t- - X ) 2
the  variance for bl will be:
2
K ar(6 1) =
E (X , -  X )2 
and  the  s tan d ard  deviation will be:
s.e(6a) =
{E (-X  - X ) 2}1''2 
for a  known.
U nder the  assum ption th a t variation of the observations abou t th e  line are nor­
m al, th a t is. the errors e, are all from  the sam e norm al d is trib u tio n . X(0,<7-2), then  
100(1 — a)%  confidence lim its can be assigned for by calcu lating ,
t (n  — 2 ,1  — \a)cr 
1 ^  {E (-X  -  X )2}1/2
where t (n  — 2,1 — ^ a )  is the  (1 — | a )  percentage po in t of a  t-d is tr ib u tio n , w ith 
(to — 2) degrees of freedom.
I l l
In  a  sim ilar way, a confidence in terval for 3q and th e  test of w hether or n o t f30 
is equal to  some specified value, can also be constructed . In  this case.
r r r ?  'i 1/2
thus 100(1 — a)%  confidence lim its for Bo are given by,
i r ^  x 2 i J/2
b0 x  t{n  — 2 ,1  — 2 °0 |  — X ) 2 } *
F inally  the  s tan d ard  error of Y  can be calculated as follows, first the  variance 
of th e  p red ic ted  m ean value of Y. I*, a t a specified _Y*., of X  is,
F ( f f c )  =  F ( f )  -  (xk - xnib,) =  —  -  -Y f c "  l n 2 < 7 ‘
n Z ( X i - X ) -
which gives
which is m inim um  when X k = X  and  decreases as X k moves away from  X  in  e ith er 
d irection . In  o ther words, the g reater d istance an  Xk  is from  X , the larger th e  e rro r 
expected  to  get. [9]
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A p p en d ix  C
M on te Carlo S im ulation
The following material is excerpted from “ Simulation and the Monte Carlo M ethod"  
by R. Y. Rubinstein. Wiley and Sons, 1981
T he M onte Carlo m ethod-or m ethod of s ta tis tica l tria ls- consists of solving var­
ious problem s of com putational m athem atics by m eans of th e  construction  of some 
random  process for each problem , w ith the  param eters  of th e  process equal to  th e  
required  quan tities of the  problem . These quan tities are th e n  determ ined  app rox i­
m ately  by m eans of observations of the random  process and  the  com putation  of its 
s ta tis tica l characteristics, which are approxim ately  equal to  the  required p a ram e­
ters.
In the  m ore stric t sense of the  term , the M onte C arlo m ethod  is defined as th e  
construction  of an artificial random  process possessing all the  necessary p roperties, 
bu t which is in  principle realizable by m eans of o rd inary  com putational tools.
T he following situa tions will show where the sim ulation  can be used successfully.
(1) It m ay be im possible or extrem ely expensive to  o b ta in  d a ta  from  certa in  p ro ­
cesses in  th e  real world. T hus sim ulated d a ta  are necessary to  formulate hypothesis 
abou t th e  system .
(2) T he observed system  m ay be so com plex th a t it can not be described in 
term s of a  set of m athem atical equations for which analy tic  solutions are available.
(3) Even though a m athem atical m odel can be form ulated  to describe some
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system  of in teres t, it m ay no t be possible to  ob ta in  a  solution to  th e  m odel by 
straigh t forw ard analy tic  technique.
A lthough it m ay be conceptually  possible to  use set of m a them atica l equations to 
describe the behavior of a dynam ic system  operating  un d er conditions of uncerta in ty  
present-day m a them atics and com puter technique are sim ply incapab le of handling  
a problem  of th is m agnitude.
(4) It may be e ith e r im possible or very costly to perform  validating  experim ents 
on the m a them atica l m odels describing the  system , thus th e  sim ulated  d a ta  can be 
used to test a lte rn a tiv e  hypotheses.
Sim ulation analysis m ight be appropria te  for the following reasons.
(1) S im ulation m akes it possible to study  and experim ent w ith  the  com plex 
in ternal in teractions of a given system .
(2) One can s tu d y  th e  effects of certain in form ational, o rgan izational, and  envi­
ronm ental changes on the  operation  of a system  by m aking altera tions in  the  m odel 
of the system  and observing th e  effects of these a ltera tions on the system 's  behavior.
(3) D etailed observation  of the  system  being sim ulated  may lead  to  a  b e tte r  
understanding  of th e  system  and  to suggestions for im proving it, suggestions th a t 
otherw ise would no t be apparen t.
(4) S im ulation can be used as a pedagogical device for teaching b o th  studen ts 
and practitioners basic skills in theoretical analysis, s ta tis tica l analysis, and decision 
m aking. Among th e  disciplines in which sim ulation has been used successfully for 
this purpose are business adm in istra tion , econom ics, m edicine, and  law.
(5) The knowledge ob ta ined  in  designing a  sim ulation  study  frequently  suggests 
changes in the system  being studied . The effects of these changes can th e n  be tested  
via sim ulation before im plem enting them  on th e  actual system .
(6) S im ulation of com plex system s can yield valuable insight in to  w hich variables 
are more im p o rtan t th a n  others in the system  and how these variables in terac t.
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(7) I t can be used to  experim ent w ith  new situations abou t which we have little  
or no inform ation  so as to  p repare  for w hat m ay happen.
(8) It can serve as a  preservice test to  try  ou t new policies and  decision rules for 
operating  a system , before ru nn ing  th e  risk of experim enting on th e  real system .
(9) They are som etim es valuable in th a t they  afford a convenient way of breaking 
down a com plicated system  in to  subsystem s, each of which m ay th e n  be m odeled 
by an analyst or te am  th a t is expert in th a t  area.
(10) It makes it possible to  study  dynam ic systems in e ither real tim e, com­
pressed tim e, or expanded  tim e.
(11) W hen new  com ponents are in troduced  into a system , sim ulation  can be 
used to help forsee bottlenecks and  o ther problem s th a t m ay arise in  th e  operation  
of th e  system.
C om puter sim ulation  allowTs us to  induce correlation betw een th e  random  num ­
ber sequences to  im prove the  s ta tis tica l analysis of the o u tp u t of a  sim ulation. In 
particu la r a negative correlation is desirable when the  results of two rep lications are 
to  be sum m ed, w hereas a positive correlation is preferred when th e  resu lts are to 
be differenced.
Sim ulation dose not require th a t a m odel be presented in a p a rticu la r form at. 
It perm its a considerable degree of freedom  so th a t a model can b ear a close corre­
spondence to  the  system  being studied.
S im ulation is by no m eans ideal. It is an  im precise technique. It provides only 
a statistical estimates  ra th e r  then  exact resu lts, and it only com pares alternatives 
ra th e r then generating  the  op tim al one. I t is also a ”slow” and  "costly” way to  study  
a problem . It yields only numerical data abou t the perform ance of th e  system , and 
sensitivity  analysis of th e  m odel param eters  is very expensive. T he only possibility 
is th a t to  conduct series of sim ulation runs w ith different p aram ete r values
Sim ulation is defined as a technique of perform ing sam pling experim ents on
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th e  m odel of th e  system . Since sam pling  for a particu la r d is tr ib u tio n  involves th e  
use of random  num bers, stochastic sim ulation  is som etim es called M onte Carlo 
Simulation. The M onte Carlo M ethod  was considered to  be a  technique, using 
random  or pseudorandom  num bers, for solution of a m odel. R andom  num bers 
are essentially  independent random  variables uniform ly d is trib u ted  over the  un it 
in terval [0,1]. [28].
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A p p en d ix  D
List o f te s ts /o u tc o m e s  used  in  
C A L O N D
T e s t 1: Observe vocal cords during phonation
Left cord weak or paralyzed, righ t m o tion  norm al 
R ight cord weak or paralyzed, left m otion  norm al 
T e s t 2: Ask patien t to say vah ” , observe o ropharynx
W eak or paralyzed left pala te  
N orm al P a la ta l action 
W eak or paralyzed right pa la te  
B ilatera l P a la ta l W eakness or Paralysis 
T e s t 3: Observe pupillary size
Left constricted , right larger 
R ight constricted , left larger 
T e s t 4: P in-prick applied to righ t lim bs an d  righ t to rso
No pain  experienced 
P ain  acutely experienced 
T e s t 5: Observe pupillary size
R ight redilates 
Left redilates 
T e s t  6: Shine light in right pupil
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Right contracts m arkedly. Left contracts m inim ally  
T e s t 7: Observe pupils
R ight redilates 
Left rem ains m iotic 
T e s t 8: Shine light in  left pupil
R ight contracts m arkedly. Left contracts m inim ally  
T e s t 9: Ask pa tien t to  look up to  righ t, then  up to  left
M ovements norm al 
T e s t 10: Ask p a tien t to  look down to  righ t, then  dow n to  left
M ovements norm al 
T e s t 11: Ask p a tien t to follow th e  moving finger horizontally
N ystagm us present 
Eyes track norm ally 
T e s t 12: Touch p a tie n t’s forehead to estim ate m oistu re
R ight m oist, left dry 
T e s t 13: P in-prick applied to  left lim bs and left to rso
Pain  acutely experienced 
T e s t 14: Ask pa tien t to  follow rising finger
R ight lid elevates, left drops 
T e s t 15: Have pa tien t a lternate ly  touch each index finger to nose
Right m otion norm al. Left m otion awkward 
T e s t 16: Have pa tien t slide each heel along opposite  sh in
Right m otion norm al. Left aw kward 
T e s t 17: Touch right corneal edge w ith co tton  whisp
Eyelids blink 
R ight lid blinks only 
T e s t 18: Touch left corneal edge w ith co tton  whisp
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N either eyelid contracts 
Test 19: Place sweet, sour or salt so lu tion  on each an terio r half tongue
R ight savors, Left im paired  
Test 20: Place sweet, sour or salt so lution on each posterior th ird  tongue
R ight savors, Left does not 
Test 21: Move right thum b , d ista l pha lanx  to  test m otion sense
Proprioception  norm al 
Test 22: Move left thum b, d ista l phalanx  to  test m otion sense
Proprioception  norm al 
Test 23: Move right great toe . d ista l phalanx , to test m otion sense
P roprioception norm al 
Test 24: Move left g reat toe, d ista l phalanx , to  test m otion sense
Proprioception norm al 
Test 25: Observe vocal cords while p a tien t b reathes quietly
N orm al b ilateral cord activity  
Test 20: W hisper words in p a tie n t’s righ t ear
P atien t repeats word properly  
Test 27: W hisper words in p a tie n t’s left ear
P atien t repeats word properly  
P a tien t denies hearing 
Test 28: Touch to irr ita te  righ t cornea
Tearing induced on right 
Test 29: Touch to ir r i ta te  left cornea
No tearing on left 
Tearing induced on left 
Test 30: W hisper words in p a tie n t’s left ear
P atien t denies hearing
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P atien t hears properly 
T e s t 31: Perforin  right caloric te st (cold w ater)
H orizontal nystagm us, slow phase to  righ t 
T e s t 32: Perform  left caloric test (cold w ater)
H orizontal nystagm us, slow phase to  left 
No nystagm us 
T e s t 33: Observe vocal cords a ttem p tin g  phonation
Cords rem ain  adducted 
N orm al b ila tera l cord excursion 
T e s t 34: Touch right pharyngeal wall
Patinet feels touch 
Patien t can not feel touch 
T e s t 35: Touch left pharyngeal wall
Patien t feels touch 
Patien t can not feel touch 
T e s t 36: Stim ulate right posterior pharyngeal wall
Normal gag reflex induced 
Gag reflex not elicited 
T e s t 37: S tim ulate left posterior pharyngeal wall
Gag reflex not elicited 
Normal gag reflex induced 
T e s t 38: Observe tongue in p a tie n t’s m ou th
Fasciculations/atrophv on right only 
T e s t 39: H ot/co ld  application to left chin
Therm al sense perceived 
T e s t  40: Ask patien t to dem onstrate  chewing ability
Jaw  m otion norm al
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T e s t 41 : Tap chin to  elicit jaw -jerk
N orm al reflex 
T e s t 42 : P in-prick  applied to  righ t forehead
P a tien t does not feel pain 
T e s t 43 : P in-prick  applied to  left forehead
P a tien t experiences pain 
T e s t 44 : P in-prick  applied to  righ t cheek
P a tien t experiences pain 
T e s t 45 : P in-prick applied to  left cheek
P a tien t experiences pain 
T e s t 46 : P in-prick applied to  righ t chin
P a tien t does not feel pain 
T e s t 47 : P in-prick applied to  left chin
P a tien t experiences pain 
T e s t 48 : Light touch applied to right forehead
Touch perceived 
T e s t 49 : Light touch applied to left forehead
Touch perceived 
T e s t 50: O bserve p ro trusion  of p a tie n t’s atroph ic  tongue
Tongue deviates to  right 
T e s t 51: Ask patien  to  wrinkle brow
Left forehead furrows, right flat 
T e s t 52 : Ask pa tien t to  squeeze eyelids shut
Left norm al, right closure incom plete 
T e s t 53 : Ask pa tien t to exaggerate smile
Left lips active, right weak w ith  flat or sagged aspect
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A p p en d ix  E
V oxel num bering and lo ca tio n  
identification
In the  exam ple shown on the next page, 3 of th e  10 sections are displayed w ith 
corresponding x  and  y  coordinates. On th e  vertical coordinate  th e  num bers are
shown as z’O .zl z'9, where i refers to  section num ber. Also shown are some
num bers to  ind icate  the m alfunction factors. For exam ple, v =  1022, is the  voxel 
in  section 10 w ith  x — 2 and  y = 2, then  M ( v )  =  Af(1022) =  4, th a t  is, voxel v 
has a m alfunction factor of 4, for v = 272, th e  voxel is in  section 2 w ith x = 2 
and y — 7 and M{ v )  =  M (272) =  3. In  CA LO ND  there  are v =  1000 voxels, 
r  =  1 0 0 .1 0 1 .. . . ,  1099.
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0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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109
Figure E .l:  D isplay of sections and  voxel, v rep resen ta tion .
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